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Abstract 
The concern on the possibly adverse effects of global warming has made monitor- 
ing the Eart.11 environment a high priority item. Satcllites have been widely used 
since the 60's to measure atmospheric parameters from space. Over Open oceans, 
the atmospheric water vapor content has been successfnlly measured using passive 
microwave radiometry. However, this measurement was limited to t.he non polar 
regions. The difficulties encountered in polar regions arise from the very low water 
vapor b ~ r d e n  of the at,niosphere and from the highly variable surface conditions 
of polar ice. It is the goal of this thesis to improve this situation by carefully in- 
vestigating the information content of the Special Sensor Microwave/Water Vapor 
(SSM/T2), which is part of the United States Defense Meteorological Satellite Pro- 
Â¡ water gram (DMSP). SSM/T2 has three channels located on tlle wing of tlle stroiib 
vapor absorption line a t  183.31 GHz and is therefore very sensitive to water vapor. 
In addition, the center frequencies of these channels are close enough, so that the 
polar ice shows nearly the Same emission properties a t  all these channels. On the  
contrary, these channels have quite different sensitivities to water vapor, therefore 
it appears possible to extract information on tropospheric water vapor. 
After an introductory overview in Chapter l on satellite remote sensing of tropo- 
spl~eric water vapor, Chapter 2 describes the theoretical rationale of the proposed 
method in detail. A new quantity, the Ratio of Compensated Brightness Tempera- 
ture Differences (RCBTD), is defined. Based On the general radiative transfer equa- 
tion for a non-scattering atmosphere, the relation between the RCBTD and the 
Total Water Vapor (TWV) in the atmosphere is shown to be nearly independent 
of ground surface emission. This conclusion is confirmed by simulations performed 
using a radiative transfer model. This relationship is then used to  retrieve the atmo- 
spheric water vapor content over Antarctica. For this purpose, the basic emission 
properties of Antarctic sea and land ice need to be considered. Since there are no 
zn sztu measurements in Antarctica at  SSM/T2 frequencies, surface parameters of 
Antarctic ice are estimated in Chapter 3 based on data from spaceborne microwave 
and infrared sensors. The surface emissivities of Antarctic sea and land ice in austral 
winter are found to be within the range of 0.65- . -0.90, with an average of about 
0.80 at  frequencies near 150 GHz. In Chapter 4, an algorithm is developed based on 
radiosondes and validated using an independent set of radiosondes. In a next step, 
mean water vapor is determined using the RCBTD algorithm for 16 stations in 
Antarctica and found to  agree reasonably well with the water vapor averages from 
corresponding radiosondes. At 9 of the 16 stations the relative differentes between 
SSM/T2 and radiosondes are less than 20%. The effect of clouds has been estilnated 
using an existing radiative transfer model which includes scattering. From this anal- 
ysis it is concluded that  water clouds do not appreciably influence the water vapor 
retrieval accuracy based 011 the RCBTD algorithm but ice clouds are more critical. 
Using this algorithm, it is now possible to  determine water vapor distribution over 
the entire Antarctic continent 011 a daily basis from SSM/T2 data. Finally in t h e  
last chapter, features of the Antarctic water vapor distribution are analyzed based 
011 the daily averaged TWV images retrieved from SSM/T2 data,  
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Water Vapor in the Atmosphere 
The climate of the Eartli is able to support life in large part because of the atmo- 
spheric greenhouse effect and the workings of the hydrological cycle. Water vapor, 
water in tlie gaseous phase, is a lcey element in both of these. In the hydrological cy- 
cle, the water vapor moves quiclcly througli the atmosphere and redistributes energy 
associated with its evaporation and recondensation, and this movement is strongly 
coupled wit,h precipitation and soil moisture, which have iniportant practical im- 
plications. Tliere are many greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, some naturally 
occurring and some resulting froni industrial activities, and the most iniportant 
one is water vapor. Water vapor is involved in an important climate feedbaclc loop. 
As the temperature of tlie Earth's surface and atmosphere increases, the atmo- 
sphere is able to hold more water vapor. The additional water vapor, acting as a 
greenhouse gas, absorbs energy that  would otherwise esCape to space and so causes 
further warming. This basic picture is complicated by important interactions be- 
tween water vapor, clouds, atmospheric motion, and radiation from both tlie Sun 
and tlie Eartli. 
Compared with its active role a t  the low and middle latitude, water vapor is rela- 
tively passive in tlie dynamics of the polar atinospliere, due to  the low ternperatures 
wliich prevds .  However, there are some physical processes in whicli water vapor is 
very important. Tlie surface latent heat fluxes over the Antarctic oceans appears to 
play a major role in the energetics of sonie mesoscale weather systems and water 
vapor exerts a major control on the regional energy budget througli cloud forina- 
tion and ot,lier radiative effects (King und Turner, 1997). The sea ice Cover can have 
profound influences on the state of the atmosphere and ocean, primarily by altering 
the surface heat exchange. The sea ice coverage variability involves the interactions 
within tlie complete physical system- atniosphere-ocean-ice. In this System, the 
surface radiation budget is an important factor that  is significantly modulated by 
the clouds, aerosols, and water vapor. In evaluating the surface radiation budget, 
the uncertainty in water vapor amount is one of tlie main error sources (Key et 
ul., 1997). Moreover, atmospheric water vapor is the source of all the ice in the 
continental ice sheets througli precipitation. The fluctua,tion of precipitation over 
these ice sheets, especially over Antarctica, is a potentially iniportant contributor to 
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variations in global sea level (Bromwich, 1990). The transport of water vapor into 
and within the Antarctic atmosphere is essential to the precipitation over Antarc- 
tica, and therefore, to the mass balance of the Antarctic ice sheet. This study is 
hampered by the scarcity of measurements of water vapor in polar regions in both 
temporal and spatial scales (Giovznetto et al., 1997; Connolley und King, 1993). It 
remains Open, whether the ice sheets are growing or shrinking (King und Turner, 
1997). 
1.2 Remote Sensing of Tropospheric 
Water Vapor 
Nowadays a multitude of systems exist for observing water vapor. Each has its own 
characteristics and advantages. Figure 1.1 shows some different types of observa- 
tional systems 
Figure 1.1: Some  different types of ground- or space-based systems for observing water 
vapor. Note, the ground-based microwave radiometer i s  not shown. (From AGU, 1995) 
Routine measurements of water vapor abundance are made by hygrometers on 
the ground and in radiosondes. These are direct in  situ measurements that  are 
quite accurate a t  relatively high temperature and vapor abundance. However, there 
are several shortcomings of these observations. (1) Current instrument sensitivity 
significantly reduces the reliability of ineasuren~ents of water vapor abundance in 
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the upper troposphere (witli temperatures lower tlian -W' C) and consequently in 
a major part of polar regions. (2) Geographie coverage of radiosonde balloon launcli 
sites is poor. particularly over oceans and at high latitudes. (3) Most sites launch 
only two l~alloons per day at synoptic reportiug times. wliicli provides neitlier a 
longitudinal consisteiit nor complete representation of diuriial variations of water 
vapor ( R o s s m  1996). Instrumented aircraft can make measuremeuts at almost any 
location aiid at any time desired. but tliey are only used for tlie special researcli 
missions: lience. tlieir temporal coverage is liiiiited. 
Weather satellites. especially those in a sun-synchrouous, low polar orbit. and 
equippeci witli microwave radiometers. provide an important tool t,o remot,ely n o n -  
itor tlie atmospheric water cont.ent witli bot11 good temporal aiid spatial coverage. 
Tlie early activities of Russian scient,ist,s witli tlie Cosrnos satellit,es nearly tliree 
decades ago are among the first studies to utilize such measurements to infer infor- 
mation about the water conteiit of t,lie atmosphere (Greenwald et a,l., 1993). Many 
other st,udies followed these pioneering efforts based on observations from different 
instr~unents on a variety of satellites including the Nimbus-E Microwave Spectrom- 
eter (NEMS) on the Nimbus-5 spacecraft (e.g. Grody, 1976; Staelin et a.l., 1976; 
Chang an,d Wtlhezt, 1979), the Scanning Microwave Spectrometer (SCAMS) aboard 
t,he Nimbus-6 satellite (e.g. Rosenkrantz et al.,  1978), and the Special Multichan- 
nel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) 011 the Nimbus-7 and Seasat sat,ellit.es (e.g. 
PrabhaMara et al., 1982; Curry et al., 1990). 
Nowadays, tlie widely used microwave inst,rument, for atmospheric tot,al water 
vapor (TWV) retrieval is t.he Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I), which 
s aboard t,he Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites since 
June 1987. This instrument is a passive microwave radiometer and has seven chan- 
nels measuring bot,li vertically arid horizontally polarized radiatioii a t  19.35, 37, 
and 85.5 GHz aiid only vertically polarized radiation a t  22.235 GHz. Tlle latter 
is situated on the peak of a weak water vapor absorption line and therefore is 
the main source of information for retrieving water vapor. Many of the proposed 
algorithms for SSM/I made use of this 22.235 GHz channel, with the inclusion 
of other channels for the correction of tlie cloud liquid water influences and, to 
some extent,, the influences of surface wind. The algorithm of Lzu et al. [I9921 is 
a physically based retrieval, in wliicli the SSM/I measurements are matched to  a 
radiative t,ransfer model. Tlie s ta t i s t ia l  algorithms are normally developed using 
multiple regressions. Alzshouse et al. [1990] and Schluessel und Emery [I9901 de- 
veloped their algorithms using satellite measurements of SSM/I, wliile Bauer und 
Schluessel [I9931 and Simmer [I9941 used model-derived responses. Statistical algo- 
rithms have the advantage of simplicity, but  they are inevitably characterized by 
tlie da t a  set used. In applying theni, the rain contaminated pixels must be screened 
out beforehand. In the cases of heavy clouds caution must be taken, although the 
cloud contaminated measurements or responses from model are indeed included in 
the development of these algorithms (Fuhrhop und Ruprecht, 1995). In general, the 
algorithms using the 22.235 GHz channel suffer from the fact that this cliannel be- 
'ins to  run into saturation when the total columnar water vapor is greater than 
30 kg/m2 (Schluessel and Emery, 1990). To lessen this effect, Tjemkes et al. [1991] 
developed an algoritlim that  used the 19.35 GHz channel only. This algorithm does 
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a better Job for moist atn~ospheres, but it systematically overestin~ates the T W V  
in the dry atmosphere and shows greater sensitivity to  surface emissivity changes. 
Recently, neural networks are used for TWV retrieval and reported to do a better 
Job than the regression algorithms (Ruprech t  und Jung, 1997). 
January 16 - 20, 1998 Inteerated Water Vapor 
Figure 1.2: A n  example of the global TWV image> retrieved uszng the Schluessel and 
Emery  alqorzthm. (From the archive of satellite climate products of Satellite Climate Re- 
search, NOAA)  
In Figure 1.2 a global TWV image is shown, which is obtained from SSM/I 
measurements and used nowadays for climate research. It is noticed that  the re- 
trieval was done only over ice-free oceans a t  latitudes less than 60'. The reason is 
that  the algorithms developed for SSM/I are exclusively for ice-free oceans, since 
a t  SSM/I frequencies the Open ocean forms a cold and homogeneous background 
&gainst which the atmospl~eric parameters can be easily distinguished. Over land 
and ice-covered ocean the large and highly variable surface emissivities make the 
TWV retrieval from SSM/I data a inuch more difficult Job. Even over the ice-free 
circumpolar ocean the retrieval errors are expected to  be much larger than over 
tropical and mid-latitude oceans, as a result of the low water vapor burden. 
Although there are improven~ents in water vapor measurements becoming avail- 
able to the community, however, none of these satellite systems does a thorough Job 
in measuring the vertical profiles of water vapor from the ground surface up into 
the lower stratosphere over both ocean and land in clear and cloudy conditions with 
enough time and space resolution. The high-resolution infrared radiation sounder 
(HIRS) on board the NOAA-POES series satellites has provided an operational 
estimate of water vapor profiles since 1979, but the analysis has been done only 
for cloud-free conditions and bot11 its accuracy (20-30%) and its vertical resolution 
(3 layers) are poor ( C h e d i n  e t  al., 1993). The polar regions, with unique climate 
conditions, inclucling widespread surface temperature inversions, long lasting cloud 
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Cover, and extended periods of darkness, present unique retrieval problems for HIRS 
( T O V S ,  1995). Even though NOAA has generally operated two polar orbiters, t he  
analyzed dataset does not provide measurements more frequently than about once 
per day (Rossow, 1996). Hence, satellite water vapor n~easurements by HIRS have 
only improved the geographic and not the temporal coverage. 
In November of 1991 the Special Sensor Microwave/Water Vapor (SSM/T2) was 
launched aboard the DMSP satellite F-11. This was the first operational spaceborne 
passive microwave radiometer designed to work near the water vapor absorption line 
a t  183.31 GHz. SSM/T2 has the potential to allow global monitoring of water vapor 
in the atmosphere under most meteorological conditions over land and ocean. In 
fact, studies on atmospheric water vapor retrieval using this strong absorption line 
began long before the flight of SMMIT2 ( e.g. Schaerer und Wilhezt, 1979; Kakar, 
1983; Wang et al., 1983). These studies include both nurnerical simulations and 
experimenta,l observations with airborne instruments, and a number of retrieval 
algorithm have been proposed. The physical algorithms of Wanrg and Chang [1990] 
and of Wzlhezt [I9901 were reported to be able to cope with cloudy situations; Kuo  
et al. [I9941 claimed that  their statistical and physical iterative scheme is more 
robust near isothermal and temperature inversion than others; Cabrera-Mercader 
und Staelzn [I9951 even tried to use neural network for humidity profile retrieval. 
But, none of these algorithms has shown so superior results that  it could replace a 
simple statistical scheme for operational analyses of SSM/T2 data (Aerojet, 1987; 
T. Reale, NESDIS ,  N O A A ,  Private Communzcatzon, 1998). Recently, research has 
concentrated on algorithm validation through comparisons of retrieved results with 
other measurements, such as radiosonde and Raman lidar (:Wang et al., 1993; Wang 
et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1997a; Wang et al., 1997b) and on improving the retrieval 
scheine through synergy with other Sensors, e.g. AVHRR ( Wzlhezt und Hutchzson, 
1997). 
Like for infrared sounder, the polar regions are a severe challenge to the mi- 
crowa,ve sounder, too. The problems originale from the low, but highly variable, 
water vapor b ~ r d e n  in the polar atmospheres. On the one hand, the low water va- 
por content renders a significant contribution of ground surface emissions to the 
radiance received by a spaceborne radio1neter;'which is difficult to remove due to 
tlle large spatial variation of the surface temperature and the frequency dependence 
of the emissivities of ice; on the other hand, its wide range of variation maltes the 
responses of SSM/T2 channels to  be nonlinear. When the atrnospheri; water va- 
por b ~ r d e n  is low, the measured radiances generally increase with increasing water 
vapor content, whereas for an opaque atmosphere the measured radiance decreases 
by adding more water va,por in the atmosphere. For the three channels on the 
183.31 GHz line, both thin and opaque atmospheres are within the natural vari- 
ability in the polar regions, since the water vapor burden there ranges from a few 
decimal kg/m2 to about 10 kg/m2. Hence, a linear algorithm can not cope with this 
behavior and even a nonlinear algorithm could fall t o  converge if the first guess is 
far off ( Wzlheit und Hutchzson, 1997). 
To malte up for the deficiency of satellite measurements of water vapor, a method 
to retrieve the total water vapor over ice-covered polar regions using the SSM/T2 is 
proposed here. The retrieval using this method is almost independent of the surface 
Table 1.1: System Characteristics of SSM/T2 
* : fc equals 183.310 GHz 
emissivity and surface temperature changes, and is useful in the polar meteorological 
and climatological studies, for example, the precipitation variability over Antarctic 
plateau. 
Before further discussing the method, we summarize the system characteristics of 
SSM/T2, which will be used as a background information in the following chapters. 
1.3 System Characteristics of SSM/T2 
The water vapor sounder, SSM/T2, is part of the DMSP Block 5D-2 satellite pay- 
load, first launched on F-11 in 1991. The followed spacecrafts F-12 (in orbit since 
August 1994) and F-14 (in orbit since April 1997) are also equipped with this in- 
strun~ent.  
The SSM/T2 is a five channel, total power, microwave radioineter with three 
channels situated symmetrically about the 183.31 GHz water vapor resonance line 
and with two window channels, near 150 and 91 GHz, respectively. The numbering 
and center frequencies of SSM/T2 channels, as well as the related system char- 
acteristics are given in Table 1.1. All channels are designed as double sideband 
receivers. The in-flight calibration is performed by viewing an internal hot-load tar- 
get (W 300 K) and the cosinic background radiation (W 3 K)  four tiines during each 
scan period. The achieved nominal Noise Equiva.lent Delta Ten~perature (NET) 
and the maxiinum error of calibration for all channels are 0.6 K and 1.5 I< per pixel 
respectively, except for channel 5, whose nominal NET is 0.8 K .  
The SSM/T2 employs a single offset parabolic reflector with a 6.6 centimeter 
diameter projected aperture and a single multifrequency feedhorn to achieve a 3.3' 
beamwidth for the 183.31 GHz channels and larger beamwidths of approximately 
3.T and 6.0Â for 150 and 91 GHz, respectively. Tu perform the cross-track scanning, 
the reflector rotates while the feedhorn ren~ains fixed. This results in changing foot- 
print sizes arid rotating polarisation states (Aerojet, 1990), as shown in Figure 1.3(a). 
SSM/T2 performs 28 observations (pixels) per scan for each of the five channels, 
corresponding to the satellite scan angle of Â±40.5" The 3-dB contours (footprint) 
of the antenna beam projected On the Earth surface for 183.31 GHz channels are 
approx i~n~ te ly  48 X 48 km2 a t  nadir and 98 X 66 km2 a t  the edge of scan. All 
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2000 ' ' I ' I ~ " ' I ' " ' ~  
- (3) 
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- 1000 -500 0 500 1000 
Distance from Satellite Subpoint (km)  
Figure 1.3: (a)  T h e  footprints of SSM/T2 at i ts  183.31' G H z  channels and the polariza- 
t ion  directions (arrows) of the received radzances for euch footprint, as projected on  the 
Earth surface. (b)  the satellite scan angle and the local zenith angle corresponding to each 
footprint. 
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five channels have coincideat centers. The total swath width for the SSM/T2 is 
approximately 1500 km. 
At each beam position, all SSM/T2 channels receive the radiance a t  the Same 
polarization state that  changes as the antenna scans, as shown in Figure 1.3(a). If 
9 represents the satellite scan angle and 6 represents the local zenith angle (see 
Figure 1.3(b)), tllen the equivalent SSM/T2 surface emissivity es is expressed as a 
linear combination of two orthogonal coinponents, 2.e. 
es = eÃ (Q) cos2(@) + eh(Q) s iny 9 )  (1.1) 
where eÃ and eh represent the vertically and horizontally polarized surface emissivi- 
ties, respectively (Felde und Pzckle, 1995). This equation shows that  the polarization 
is vertical, when SSM/T2 views the Earth surface in the nadir direction. 
Chapter 2 
Method of Total Water Vapor 
Ret rieval 
In this chapter, method for total atmospheric water vapor retrieval using SSM/T2 
is proposed. In order to better explain i t ,  the physical backgrounds of remote sens- 
ing technique is reviewed a t  first. Then, the detailed derivation of the method is 
described based On the radiative transfer equation for non-scattering atmospheres; 
the method is then further demonstrated by model simulations. The influences of 
t h e  atmospheric vertical structure On the retrieval accuracy of the proposed method 
are discussed qualitatively in the last section. 
2.1 Backgrounds 
2.1.1 The Interaction between the Atmosphere 
and Microwaves 
The interaction between atmospheric constituents (gases, aerosols, and hydrome- 
ters) and electromagnetic waves is the physical basis to remotely sense atmospheric 
parameters. For the measurements of tropospheric water vapor with passive ini- 
crowave radiometry, the absorption of oxygen ( 0 2 )  has to  be considered, in addition 
to water vapor (H20) .  However, the effects of aerosols and other trace gases, e.g. 
C O ,  Os, are usually negligible. Hydrometeors (liquid or frozen water particles ei- 
ther suspended or falling in the atmosphere) affect the propagation of microwaves by 
both absorbing and scattering of radiation. Detailed discussion of these mechanisms 
can be found in e.g. Gaszewskz [1993]. 
Macroscopically, the atmosphere can be considered as an inhomogeneous, iso- 
tropic, linear and lossy dielectric. Its effect on the propagation of electromagnetic 
waves is characterized by the complex refractive index, n, with the definition of 
where er is the complex relative permittivity of the atmosphere and defined as 
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in which E is the complex permittivity of the atmosphere; Â£ is the permittivity of 
vacuum; E' and E: are the real and imaginary parts of respectively. If a plane 
wave has traveled a distance d in the atmosphere, the electric field vector of the 
wave can be written as 
E(z )  = E(0)e^odn (2.3) 
where g (0 )  is the initial vector of the electric field, ko = 2-71- f /C is the free space wave 
number, f is the frequency, and C is the speed of light in vacuum. If the complex 
form of n 
n = n + in1' (2.4) 
is substituted into Eq.(2.3), we obtain 
j j (o)e-~odn"eM'  (2.5) 
Usually, n' and n" are frequency dependent; hence the atmosphere is both dispersive 
I " ' ~ l " " 1 ' ~ '  
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Figure 2.1: The specific attenuation of air i n  the frequency range of 80-240 GHz, in  
which the main absorption lines are the one of water vapor at 183.31 GHz and the one of 
oxygen at 118.75 GHz. The shaded areas show the passbands of SSM/T2  channels, whose 
numbers are above the pairs of arrows. The specific attenuations are calculated using the 
CCIR model. 
(through n') and absorptive (through n") to electromagnetic waves. The quantity 
n' is very dose to 1, and n" is normally small but can be large near the absorption 
lines of water vapor and oxygen, as can be Seen in Figure 2.1. Here, the  specific 
attenuation a represents the attenuation the wave encountered in a unit length of 
propagations and is expressed as 
In the above equation, Q is in units of dB/km, where f is in Gigahertz and 11" is in 
parts per million. 
In the mic ro~ave  frequency range, i .e .  0.3-300 GHz, water vapor and oxygen 
have a number of pronounced absorption lines. In considering these absorpt,ions, 
one has to take into account the fine structures of the molecules. wliich are related 
to the coupling between molecular spin and the rotation of tlie nuclei. The oxy- 
gen spectrum consists of a group of transitions, or absorption lines, near 60 GHz, 
together with a single isolated line at 118.75 GHz. These transitions arise due to 
the reorient,at,ion of the combined spin of t.wo unpaired elect.rons, relative to the 
orientation of the axis of molec~~lar rotation. In addition to these tran~it~ions are the 
non-resonant Debye absorption, which is important a t  frequencies less than about 
10 GHz, and the pure rotational t.ransitions of the oxygen molecule at. frequencies 
higher than 300 GHz. The water vapor spectrum comprises only rotational tran- 
sitions and c0nsist.s of a weak line a t  22.235 GHz, and a much stronger line at 
183.31 GHz. A coi i t inu~~m absorption of water vapor exists in the microwave spec- 
trum in addit,ion, but up to now the pliysical process associated with it is still not 
completely clear (Brussaard und Watson, 1995; Bueh,ler, 1996; Bauer et al., 1998). 
Generally, the line absorptions are described by 
a fo ( f )  = s F ( f  - fo). (2.7) 
a f Ã £ ( f  represents the specific attenuation a t  frequency f ,  due to  the resonance a t  jo, 
with line strengt11 S and shape function F. The line strength S depends bot11 011 the 
properties of the molecule and the niolecular states which in turn depends on tlie 
temperature and the gas density. Eine shape F is significantly modified by molecular 
collisions, z.e. pressure broadening, and by molecular thermodynamic movements, 
2.e. Doppler broadening, and for oxygen also by the inagnetic field of the Earth,  
i. e. Zeeman broadening. Two of the commonly used models for ca lc~~la t ing  the spe- 
cific attenuation of air are the CCIR (International Radio Consultative Commit- 
tee) model (Gzbbzns, 1986) and the microwave propagation model (MPM) of Liebe 
(1989). The  CCIR model uses an approximation based on the Van Vleck-Weisskopf 
line shapes, with coefficients adjusted to fit the results of available measuren~ents, 
and has the advantage of computational efficiency. MPM determines the absorption 
through a line-by-line calculation and enables the calculation a t  any temperature, 
pressure and h~~mid i ty .  
2.1.2 Radiative Transfer in the Atmosphere 
As mentioned above, when electromagnetic waves propagates in the atmosphere, 
bot11 dispersion and absorption occur; if there are scatterers in the atmosphere the 
polarization s ta te  of the wave may change. These effects are closely related to the 
temperature and the density of water vapor and oxygen in the atmosphere. If a 
wave travels t h r o ~ ~ g h  t e whole atmosphere, the c l ~ ~ n g e s  of its amplitude, phase 
and polarization contain information On the atmosphere itself. If these changes can 
be measured, it is possible to  infer atmospheric parameters through an inversion 
procedure. In determining the changes of the parameters tha t  describe electromag- 
netic waves, another important physical process must be considered, too. According 
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to Kirchhof's law, if the atmosphere absorbs at  a particular frequency, it must also 
emit at  tha t  frequency. The physical process including both extinction (absorp- 
tion plus loss due to scattering) and emission is described by the radiative transfer 
theory. 
By assuming local thern~odynamic equilibrium of the atn~osphere, the spectral 
intensity I(F, Cs) of the radiation in direction Ãœ at  position r'is given by the differ- 
ential radiative transfer equation (DRTE), 
where the spectral intensity I(r,Us) is proportional to the Square of the amplitude 
of the electric field; aa represents the specific attenuation of the atmosphere due to 
the absorption of bot11 molecules of gas and the hydroineteors; and a, represents 
the specific attenuation of the atmosphere due to scattering; Bf(r-) is the spectral 
intensity of the atmospheric emission at  therinodynamic teinperature T(r)  for one 
of two ortl~ogonal polarization states. Hence, the first term on the right hand side of 
Eq.(2.8) represents the loss of the radiation due to atmospheric extinction; the sec- 
ond term, in contrast, represents the gain of the radiation owing to the atmospheric 
emission; the third terin is an integration, whicll is performed over all directions in 
order to include all of the contributions of radiations propagating originally in other 
directions but scattered into direction Cs. The scattering phase function <&(-Us, G;) 
describes the portion of energy scattered from direction Â¥U' to direction Cs. For 
brevity, only the copolarized component is given here. Obviously, DRTE describes 
the conservation of energy in the process of radiative transfer in the atmosphere. 
For many applications, the spectral intensity of the atmospheric emission, Bf, 
can be approximated with the Rayleigh-Jeans equation, 
in which k is Boltzmann's constant. Note, B r  represents the energy flux einitted 
from unit projected area 011 a layer of the atmosphere, over unit solid angle and 
m i t  frequency bandwidth. The unit of Bf is then W i n 2  s r l  H z 1 .  Because 
of the linear relationship between Bf and T, it is convenient to express the spectral 
intensity I as an equivalent "brightness teinperature" 
By substituting Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) into Eq.(2.8), the differential radiative transfer 
equation relating the brightness temperature Tb with the thermodynamic tempera- 
ture T can be obtained as 
The solution of this radiative transfer equation is very involved in general and 
becomes even more involved when the depolarization effect is also included. Hence, 
numerical methods and siinplifying assumptions are commonly used in practice. 
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A number of numerical techniques, e.g. Monte Carlo method, discrete ordinate 
method and the method of successive order of scattering (SOS), have been pro- 
posed and thereby a few module for one dimensional radiative transfer in plane 
parallel atmospheres have been developed (Fuhrhop e t  al . ,  1997). Tlie program pack- 
age MWMOD (MicroWave MODel), developed by Simmer [1994], utilizes the SOS 
method. Using MWMOD, both brightness temperatures and weighting functions 
can be calculated for the spaceborne geometry with measured or artificial atmo- 
spheric profiles; clouds can be parameterized through humidity profile analysis or 
specified according to requirenients (See Appendix). 
2.2 The RCBTD Method for Total Water Vapor 
2.2.1 A Simplified Integral Radiative Transfer Equation 
In developing Inversion algorithms, simple, nevertheless accurate enough, form of 
the radiative transfer equations are commonly used t o  interpret the radiometric 
measurements. Such equations can be obtained when some simplifying assumptions 
are made. The effects of refraction and reflection among atmospheric layers, along 
with the effect of the Earth curvature, are normally ignored at microwave frequen- 
cies, when the local zenith angle 0 is not larger tlian 80Â (Brussaard und Watson, 
1995). This condition is satisfied by most spaceborne Sensors. By furtlier s~ipposing 
that  there are 110 strong scatterers like raindrops and precipitation-sized ice particles 
in the air, i . e .  a, = 0,  then Eq.(2.11) can be solved in a closed-form solution, 
Tb is the brightness temperature ineasured by the spaceborne radioineter a t  the 
top of the atmosphere; Tu and Td are the upwelling and downwelling radiation 
of the atmosphere, respectively; Te is the ground surface eniission; es is the surface 
emissivity and TO is the total atniospheric opacity in the nadir directioii; f arid 0 are 
the frequency and the local zenith angle, respectively. Tu, Td and Te are expressed 
by the following equations, 
H 
Tu( f>  0) = sec 0 lH ~ ( z ) a ~ ( f ;  z)e- sZ a a ( f ; z ) s e c e d z  dz (2.13) 
In the above equations, H represents the top height of the atmosphere; ay.(f; z) is 
the specific attenuation due to  the atmospheric absorption a t  frequency f and height 
z ;  T, is the surface skin temperature and Tc is the cosmic background brightness 
temperature with a value of about 3 K .  Eq. (2.12) is usually called the simplified 
integral radiative transfer equation. 
This integral radiative transfer equation can be changed into a more convenient 
form, if the integral expressions of Tu(f ,  0) and Td(f, 0) were carried out using the 
method of integration by parts (Grody, 1976; Guzssard and Sobzeski, 1994). The  form 
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of Guissard und Sobzeski [I9941 is used here for further discussion, which is siinilar t o  
the equation for an atmosphere with constant temperature above a smooth surface, 
but includes corrections for the atmospheric temperature profile, 
T. represents the air teinperature just above the ground surface; the quantity mp 
is of the order of unity and given by 
mn = 1 + [(1 - cse  sec 0 T0 - T, Ip )- - -1. (2.17) 
Ts T, 
The terins within the Square brackets in the above eqmtion are correction terms, 
which account for both the surface effect, 2.e. the discrepancy between the surface 
skin teinperature T, and the ground level air temperature Tb, and the atmospheric 
effect, i.e. the nonunifonn vertical distribution of the air ten~perature.  In, the at-  
mospheric correction term, comprises two parts, 
in which Il represents the con-ection to the upwelling emissions of the atmosphere 
and 12e-T~sec0 represents the correction to the atmospheric downwelling emissions. 
They are calculated using the following equations: 
r(zl, z2) is the atmospheric opacity between two levels z1 and z2 a t  the nadir direc- 
tion and defined as 
(2.21) 
Eq. (2.16) can be easily changed into the f6m1 for an atmosphere with constant 
temperature T0 and T. = T., 
In this case the quantity Ip reduces to zero and mp reduces to unity. Eq. (2.22) is an 
approximate expression of Eq. (2.16) and it is very useful in interpreting the mea- 
suren~ents when the atmosphere is moderately transparent a t  the used frequencies, 
e.g., a t  the window channels of SSM/I. 
2.2.2 The Expression of Brightness Temperature Difference 
If the surface emissivities a t  two channels of a radiometer can be taken as equal, 
using Eqs. (2.16) and (2.22), the brightness temperature differente (BTD) between 
these two channels can be expressed explicitly. 
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For clanty and simplicity. the case of transparent atmosphere is considered a t  
first, using Eq. (2.22). If the two chaiinels are located 011 tlie wing of the water 
vapor liiie centered at 183.31 GHz, the atiiiosplieric absorptions corresponding to 
tliese two clianiiels will be sufficiently different. Suppose tlie atmospliere has total 
opacities at iiadir direction of 7-0,; and 7 - 0 ,  for the two cllannels with numbers of i 
and j, respectively. The BTD between tlie two cliannels, ATo,;,, is tlien given by 
^Â¥TQ,. = To,, - To,, 
= (To - Tc)(l  - f s ) (e -  2ro J sec 0 _ e-2ro , sec 0 ) (2.23) 
In cloud-free conditions, t.he total opacity of the atmosphere is just due t o  tlie 
absorptions of water vapor and oxygen. The oxygen absorpt.ions at tlie SSM/T2 
frequencies are sufficiently small; and they are in the Same order of magnit.ude. Tliis 
part of the atmospheric absorption is neglected in the following discussions. Now 
only the water vapor absorption needs t.o be considered in calculat,ing 7-0,; and T Q ,  
The total opacities sl~ould be evaluat,ed witli Eq. (2.21) and the int,egration should 
be carried out from tlie ground surface to  the top of the atmospliere. Because t,he 
water vapor absorption is a function of bot11 temperature and pressure, the relation 
between total opacity and t,otal water vapor is nonlinear. Nevertlieless, tlie relation 
between them is usually assumed to be linear, in a first order approximation; and 
a so-called mass absorption coefficient of water vapor is defined ( Westwater, 1993). 
Let K ~ , ,  represent the mass absorption coefficient of water vapor a t  channel i, tlie 
total opacity of channel i, T O , ~  is then expressed as a product of K ~ , ,  and W, 
K ~ , ~  is calculated using the following equation, 
in whicli au,i[z) is the specific attenuation of water vapor a t  height z .  The total 
water vapor W is evidently given by 
where p v ( z }  is the water vapor density a t  height z .  
On the right hand side of Eq. (2.23) there is a term which is a s~~ inmat ion  f two 
exponential functions. In order to  facilitate the following analysis, an approximation 
is used here to  change the form of this term from summation into a product, which 
is given in the following general form, 
The coefficients Ai,  Az and As in the approximation are calculated from the coef- 
ficients of a l  and 03, using the following equations 
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Figure 2.2:  Comparisons of function y ( x )  = e-'"lX - e-2a2X (solid lines) und i ts  approx- 
imation ~ ~ x e ( * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ )  (dashed lines), for three groups of a und b. 
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which are derived by comparing the Taylor expansion, up to  3rd order, on t h e  
right hand side with that  0x1 the left hand side of Eq. (2.27). I11 Figure 2,2 the  
two functions are coinpared for three pairs of al and a9. This approximation has 
maximum errors of less tllan a few percent for X in the range of 0- -2 for group one 
(Figure 2.2(a) and (b ) ) ,  in the range of 0- .5 for group two (Figure 2.2(c) and (d)) ,  
and in the whole range of 0-.Â¥ for group three (Figure 2.2(e) and ( f ) ) .  By using this 
approximations and the expression of total opacity in Eq. (2.24), t l ~ e  xpression of 
BTD, A T o , ~ ,  in Eq. (2.23) becomes 
2(Tn - Tc) ( l  - , c ) ( ~ ~ , ,  - ~ , , , ) ( w  sec Q ) ~ - ( " - . J ~ ~ - . z ) ( w ~ " ' @ ) ~ ~  6 ("'sec@)', 
(2.31) 
As the atmosphere is inoderately opaque a t  the used frequencies, the BTD, ATi,, 
has to be calculated using tlie exact expression of Th in Eq.(2.16). Howevel-, it  can 
be proved that  ATÃ has the following relationship with ATo,,,, 
In the above equation, bÃ represents the bias when the brightness temperatures are 
calculated using the approximate expression of Eq.(2.22), instead of using the exact 
one of Eq. (2.16). 
The bias bzi is an important quantity. By combining Eqs. (2.16)) (2.23) and 
(2.32) together, the expression of bÃ£ can be obtained, 
Here, Ip,,  and Ip,, are the atmospheric correction terins a t  channels i and J', respec- 
tively, which are given by, 
In the above expression of I P i  ( I p i ) ,  the second term in the right hand side represents 
the correction for the downwelling atmospheric radiation and it is much smaller than 
I I i  (Ii i) ,  the correction for the upwelling atmospheric radiation. This term will be 
ignored henceforth. I t  is noticed that  there is a term in the expression of by ,  which 
contains the difference between the surface air temperature Tn and the surface skin 
temperature T,. Since the continuity of temperature across the air-ice interface is 
normally maintained, T, is equal to  Tn. Under these conditions, the expression of 
bij in Eq. (2.23) is simplified to  
I t  can be Seen tha t  bij is inainly determined by the vertical structure of temperature 
and water vapor. 
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2.2.3 The Ratio of Compensated BTD (RCBTD) 
If there are three channels available on the flank of the water vapor absorption line 
at  183.31 GHz and the surface emissivity a t  these three channels can also be taken 
as equal, useful results can be derived from the BTDs between adjacent channels. 
First of all, the case of a transparent atmosphere is considered, using the ex- 
pression of BTD in Eq. (2.31). Let ATojj and ATo,jk represent the BTDs between 
channels i and 3 and between channels j and k ,  respectively. The ratio between 
ATo,ij and AT0,,;; is then defined as a new quantity, which is represented by qo and 
has the following expression, 
By taking logarithms at  both sides, the above equation becomes 
ln vo = co + q ( W  sec 0) + c^ (W sec 6)', 
where coefficients C O ,  c\ and c2 are given by 
For a moderately opaque atmosphere, the ratio of BTDs is defined as 
and the relationship between rj and W is not as simple as in Eq. (2.38), due to the 
existence of a non-zero bias between ATij a n d  as shown in Eq. (2.32). In 
order to obtain a useful result for opaque cases, the definition of 7 must be modified. 
The modified 7 is represented by qc and has the form of, 
AT.. - b.  . 
ZI l ]  
rjc  is called Ratio of "Compensated" Brightness Temperature Differences (RCBTD). 
By noting the relationship between ATij and AT0,;,, it is immediately recognized 
that vc has the Same form as 70 and it equals 110 as the atmosphere becomes fully 
transparent, since in this case the biases bij and bjk  are Zero. In this way, the 
relationship between T,, and W becomes as simple as that  in Eq.(2.38). Further, if 
the three channels are selected in such a way that  
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As a result. tlie relationship between total water vapor 11' and In vr becomes a linear 
one. 
ln = ( ~ r , ~  - ~ ~ . , ~ ) ( I I ' s e c  0 ) ,  (2.46) 
It is very interestingto uote tliat the surface emissivity es and surface skin 
temperature Ts vanished in bot11 Eq. (2.38) and Eq. (2.46). Tliis means, if t,he 
biases b,, and bk can be reasonably well determined. the total atmospheric wat.er 
vapor can be inferred from tlle measurements of tlie t,llree cliannels, without any 
auxiliary information 011 tlie surface emissivity and surface skin temperature. This 
is the basic idea of the proposed RCBTD metllod. Obviously, the biases b,, and bJk 
are key elements in the RCBTD met,hod. 
2.2.4 The Relationship between RCBTD and TWV 
In order t,o further study the relatiouship between RCBTD and TWV, simulat,ions 
were done using the MWMOD module. For simplicity, the brightness temperatures 
of SSM/T2 channels were simulated at  their center frequencies and wit,ll artificially 
created profiles of the at.mosphere. 
The temperature and water vapor profiles used are shown in Figure 2.3. The  
temperature in tlie troposphere is assumed to decrease linearly with height froni 
the surface up to the tropopause a t  9 km with a fixed lapse rate of 6.0 K/km; above 
the tropopause, the temperature is assumed to be constant. The error induced by 
this unrealistic temperature distribution is expected to be small, since the water 
vapor amount in the atmosphere above the tropopause is negligible compared with 
that  in the troposphere. The water vapor profile is assumed to depend on pressure, 
in wl~ ic l~  q ( p )  stands for the specific humidity a t  pressure p; qs is the surface specific 
humidity; 7 is the power coefficient, which controls the vertical distribution of water 
vapor. As 7 increases, water vapor is increasingly concentrated near tlie surface for 
a given amount of total water vapor. In view of the statistics given by Simmer 
[1994], 7 takes the values of 1, 2 and 3 in this simulation. The surface pressure ps 
is fixed at  1000 mb for all situations. 
In Figure 2.4(a) a part of the siniulated brightness teniperatures a t  SSM/T2 
channels is shown, as a function of the total atmospheric water vapor W. When W 
is small, the measured brightness temperature generally increases linearly with W.  
This feature has been used by Wang und Wzlhezt [I9891 to retrieve the total water 
vapor in dry atmospheres over Open ocean. As the auxiliary information, the ocean 
surface temperature and emissivity are needed in their retrieval scheme, in order to  
estimate the ocean surface emission. With the  increase of W,  the relation between 
Tb and W becomes nonlinear and finally the measured Ti, runs into saturation. The 
nearer the channel is located to the center of tlie absorption line, the more sensitive 
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Figure 2.3: T h e  artzficial profiles of temperature and humidity used in simulations. The  
humidity profiles are examples for total water vapor W = 3.0 kg/1n2. 
it is and the sooner i t  reaches saturation. The saturation point Ws,% of channel i is 
defined here as the value of W ,  a t  which the following conditions 
T;-I - Ti = 0 when W = Ws,; 
Ti-l - T; > 0 when W > Ws,; 
are satisfied. According to this definition, points A and B in Figure 2.4(b) are sat- 
uration points of channels 5 and 4,  respectively. When t.he atnlosphere contains 
water vapor above the saturation point of a channel, this channel "sees" no longer 
through the atmosphere. In this case, the n~easured Ti, at this channel contains no 
information on the water vapor content in the lower layers of the atmosphere; there- 
fore, this channel is not suitable for retrieving the total amount of the atmospheric 
wat,er vapor. The saturation point defined here is used later as a criterion to indi- 
cate which channels are used in the retrieval. I t  must be pointed out tha t  the thus 
defined saturation point changes with bot11 the surface emissivity and the vertical 
structure of the atmosphere, since the brightness temperature difference between 
two channels, Tipi - T,, is a function of these two factors. 
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Figure 2.4: Simulated results when -y = 2, Tn = T, = 255 K and es = 0.6. ( 'U)  The 
brightness ternperatures at channels 2 to 5 of SSM/T2 .  (b) The brzghtness ternperature 
dzfferences between two neighboring channels. 
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Figure 2.5: R C B T D  versus T W V  i n  the plane of B T D s :  (a )  The  t~ajectorzes of (T3 - 
T& - T 3 )  as W increases from 0 to 8kg /m2  i n  steps of 0.1 kg/m2 (dotted lines) and 
es decreases from 1 .0  to 0 .5  i n  s teps  of 0 .05  (solid lines). T h e  Open circles represent the 
positions of biases (b34,  b23) at dif ferent values of W .  (b) T h e  relationship between W and 
In?,., the linear part of which i s  shown by the dotted line. 
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Figure 2.5(a) shows the effects of t,he total water vapor and the surface emis- 
sivities on the brightness temperature differences when t.he vertical s tn~c t~ure  of 
atmospheric temperature and 1~umidit.y is fixed. Here, the simulated results at t,he 
channels 2 .  3 and 4 of SSM/T2 are exemplarily used. Each poiut in the plane of 
BTD's T3 -Ti and Tz -T3 corresponds to a definite value of W and a definite value 
of es.  As W and es change, the trajectories of (T3-T4,  T2-T3)  are almost orthogonal 
with one anot,l~er in a cert.ain range of W. As a result,, the effect of water vapor can 
be isolated from that of the surface emissivit.y in the plane of the brightness temper- 
ature differences between neighboring channels of SSM/T2. In Figure 2.5(a) some 
vectors are also exemplarily shown. The Start. points of these vectors are located at, 
b 2 3 ) .  which are biases corresponding to their W, while the end points of them 
are exemplarily shown at  (T3 - T4,  Tz  - T a )  corresponding to es  = 0.5. Clearly, the 
angles between the abscissa and these vectors can be evaluated using the following 
equation, 
tan 4 = T2 - T3 b23 
T3 - T4 - b34 
Comparing this eqiiation with the definition of RCBTD vc in Eq. (2,43), it is im- 
n~ediately realized that  
tan 4 = vc. (2.49) 
Because vc is independent of the surface emissivity c 5 ,  the angle #J must be 
independent of es, too. This means, for a fixed W ,  all points of (T3 - T4,T2 - T 3 )  
are located in the Same line no matter what value the surface emissivities es takes. 
Therefore, to retrieve total water vapor W, one just needs to calculate the angle 4. 
The relationship between t a n 4 ,  i.e. vc, and W is shown in Figure 2.5(b). Evidently, 
the curve is in the form of a 2nd-order polynomial, as described by Eq.(2.38). 
Now it is concluded that  the model simulation confirms the theoretical analyses in 
Section 2.2.3. 
2.3 Influence of the Atmospheric 
Vertical Structure 
The preceding analyses and simulations were confined only to cases of fixed temper- 
ature and humidity profiles of the atmosphere. In reality, however, the atmospheric 
vertical structure is subject to great variation both spatially and temporally. This 
variation will influence the retrieval of the total water vapor in the atmosphere 
using RCBTD, since the temperature and pressure dependency of water vapor ab- 
sorption has influences on the relationship between the total water vapor and the 
RCBTD through the mass absorption coefficients contained in Eq. (2.38) and on 
the compensation of the biases bÃ£ and bjk. 
2.3.1 The Mass Absorption Coefficients 
As demonstrated in Section 2.2.3, the relationship between ln vc and the total water 
vapor W is in the form of a 2nd-order polynomial (see Eq. (2.38)), if the biases bij 
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Figure 2.6:  T h e  i n f l ~ e n c e  of the vertical distribution of water vapor on  the relationship 
between R C B T D  r f c  and total water vapor W .  (a)  The  movemen t  of point (Ts -Tb Ty -Ts) 
with 7 on  the plane of brightness temperature differentes. (b) 1nqc versus W for cases of 
different 7 .  T h e  arrow shows the direction of increasing 7 .  
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Figure 2.7: The  influence of azr temperature an  the relationship RCBTD qc and total 
water vapor W .  The  arrow shows the dzrectzon of zncreasing air temperature. 
and bjk were perfectly compensated; and tlle coefficients C O ,  c1 and c2 in Eq. (2.38) 
would depend only on the mass absorption coefficients of water vapor, K . ~ , ,  K^ . ,  and 
~ , k ,  as given by Eqs(2.39)-(2.42). According to the definition in Eck. (2.25); t,he 
mass absorption coefficient of water vapor is equal to  the total absorption of t,he 
water vapor a t  all levels of the atmosphere divided by the total amount of water 
vapor. The temperature dependency of water vapor absorption is a complex funct,ion 
of frequency, especially near the center of the absorption lines (Gzbbins, 1986). The 
work of Westwater [I9931 a t  frequencies of 20.6, 31.65 and 90.0 GHz showed that. 
the variations of the mass absorption coefficients a t  these frequencies are a t  most 
15% in a time scale of olle inonth, for typical mid-latitude clear conditions with 
tlle total water vapor in the range of 5-20 kg/m2. Up to now, no similar work 
a t  frequencies above 100 GHz is reported in the available literatures. In order to 
observe the effect of the atmospheric structure 011 the RCBTD vc, simulations were 
done and the results are presented here. 
The simulated results shown in Figure 2.6(a) are obt.ained when the vertical 
structure of water vapor changes and the temperature and pressure profiles are fixed. 
For clarity, just the results with W of 2.0 and 4.0 kg/m2 are shown. Alt,hough the 
points (T3-T4, Tz-T3) for a fixed 7 are still located on a line as the surface emissivit.y 
es changes, the slopes of lines with different. 7 are different. In Figure 2.6(b),  tlw 
relationships between In qc and W for different. 7 are shown. The influences of wat,er 
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Figure 2.8: (a)  Biases bs4 versus bw. T h e  arrows show the directions of  increasinq W ,  with 
the step of l kg/m2.  (b) lnn,, versus total water vapor W ,  when the biases are compensated 
using the values corresponding 'to 7 = 2.  The  arrow shows the direction of zncreasing 7 .  
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vapor vertical distributions in tlie atmosphere are significant. Similar effects are 
also observecl in Figure 2.7. when tlie air temperature clianges while tlie profiles of 
water vapor and pressure are fixed. 
2.3.2 The Biases 
The effects of the atmosplieric vertical structure 011 the retrieval of total wat.er 
vapor using RC'BTD can also be observed in tlie biases. b,-, and b,f;. As shown 
in Eq. (2.36) .  tlie biases are mainly determined by the vertical structure of the 
atmosphere. Figure 2.8(a) shows the biases 634 and b23 as a function of -) aiid 
W for a fixed temperature profile. As expected, tlie biases chaiiges nonlinearly 
witli ~ 1 1 ~ 1  W, and t.he vertical st,ructure of water vapor plays an increasingly 
iiiiportant role wit.11 t,he increase of total water vapor W .  Because of this nonlinear 
dependency of tlle biases on tlie total amount of tlle atmosplieric water vapor and 
on its vert,ical structure, a perfect. compeiisation of the biases in calculating RCBTD 
witli Eq. (2.43) is difficult in reality. The effect of tlie iiiiperfect, compeiisation of 
the biases in calculating RCBTD is exemplarily sliown in Figure 2.8(b). Here, all of 
t,he RCBTD riC are calculated using tlie biases corresponding to -) = 2. Significant 
divergente appears when the total water vapor W is large. Tlie effect.~ of t.he surface 
emissivity, whicli would have vanished if the biases were perfectly compensated, 
show up again in tliis case. 
Figure 2.9: A p a ~ t  of Fzgure 2.5(a). The  extended lines (thin lines) zntersect with euch 
other at nearly the same point F. 
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The difficulty in compensating the biases can be reduced. First, the retrieval of 
the total water vapor using the RCBTD is performed regionally and seasonally. In 
this way, the variation of the vertical structure of the atmosphere is limited t o  a 
tolerable extent. Second, in constructing the algorithm, the work is done for certain 
ranges of the ground surface einissivity and the total arnount of atmospheric water 
vapor, so that  tlie divergence is limited to a small extent. At last, the problem due 
to  the dependency of the biases on the total water vapor amount in the atmosphere 
can be solved, if tlie following fact is noted. In Figure 2.9 a part of Figure 2.5(a) is 
reproduced in a larger scale. By extending the lines with constant W in the direction 
of increasing e s ,  the lines intersect with each other a t  nearly the Same point F .  As 
proved in Section 2.3.3, RCBTD rjc  is equal to tan(j). (j) is the angle between the  
abscissa and the line determined by points with constant W. If all the lines intersect 
a t  one point, only the coordinates of this intersection is needed in calculating t an  (j), 
2.e RCBTD qc. In'practice, the temperature and humidity profiles measured with 
radiosondes can be used to estimate the optimal position of this intersection. 
Chapter 3 
urface Temperature and 
Ernissivit-y of Ice 
In order to develop an algorithm for the retrieval of total water vapor in Antarctica 
using the RCBTD method, the climatological and meterological conditions in this 
region should be understood. After an abbreviated overview of the physical envi- 
ronment in the Antarctica, algorithnis for ice surface temperature using infrared 
Sensors are discussed in detail. Since there is a general lack of knowledge about the 
emission properties of ice a t  frequencies above 100 GHz, satellite measuren~ents are 
used here to retrieve the surface emissivities of both land and sea ice. Therefore, 
simple approach is proposed to estimate the range of surface emissivities without 
coincident measurements of the atmospheric profiles. 
3.1 The Physical Environment in Antarctica 
Antarctica comprises the area of the Earth south of GO0 S and includes the ice 
covered continent, isolated islands and a large part of the Southern Ocean. The 
continent itself makes up about 10% of the land surface of the Earth with the 
combined area of the ice sheets and ice shelves being about 18 X 106 km2. I t  lies 
entirely within the Antarctic Circle, except for the northern part of the Antarctic 
Peninsula and the region south of the Indian Ocean (sec Figure 3.1). 
The vast majority of the surface of the Antarctic continent is covered with ice, 
which is formed through precipitation of Snow that  has built up and has beeil 
compressed over thousands of years. The Antarctic ice sheet is On average about 
2,500m thick with maxinium values reaching 4,700m. Due to this thick ice niass 
Antarctica is, on average, the highest continent in the world. The most part of East 
Antarctica is covered with a terrestrial ice sheet tha t  rests on land which would 
be above sea level if the ice were removed; the West Antarctica, in contrast, is 
mainly covered with marine ice sheet resting on rock as much as 2,000 m below sea 
level. The ice tha t  builds up in the interior of the Antarctic gradually flows down 
to the edge of the continent in ice streams. When the ice streams reach the edge 
of the continent they either form floating ice shelves or the ice breaks up, forming 
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Figure 3.1: Map of Antarctica. Light shaded areas represent portions of the ice sheet 
grounded o n  bedrock more than 500m below sea level, and represents a large proportion of 
the marine ice sheet. Arrows zndzcate the major zce streams. Heavily shaded regions are 
zce shelves, and solid areas represent the approxim,ate dzstrzbution of exposed rock. The  
dashed lzne represents the edge of the continental shelf. (From Massom [M]) 
the tabular icebergs. The largest ice shelves are the ROSS Ice Shelf and the the 
Filchner-Ronne Shelf. Most ice shelves are 100-500 m thick. 
In most time of the year, the Antarctic continent is enclosed by a belt of sea 
ice that ,  at  its maximum extent, reaches 60Â° around most of the continent and 
close to 55's to the north of the Weddell Sea. Sea ice is formed from the freezing 
of sea water. If sea ice would freeze extremely slowly, pure ice would result because 
of rejection of all salts during the freezing process. However, the freezing rate is 
normally too rapid to allow pure ice to form, thus brine is trapped in the lattice 
structure of the ice. Bot11 meltwater percolation arid gravity expedite brine drainage. 
Typical sea ice salinities are 10-15 parts per thousand (ppt) for newly formed sea 
ice, 5-8ppt for 1-2 m thick first-year ice and 0.1-3.0 ppt  for multiyear sea ice (Hall 
und Martinec, 1985). I t  is found that  most of the Antarctic sea ice is first-year ice 
and relatively thin, but multi-year sea ice has also been observed in the western part 
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of the Weddell Sea and along the coast of West Antarctica. Normally. the Antarct,ic 
sea ice is covered with snow: but its regional and seasonal variability in terms of its 
structure and thickness distribut,ion is not. well known. Jn situ observations during 
expeditions to the Weddell Sea in the time period from 1986 to 1992 obtained the 
following results: (1) the mean snow thickness over the first-year ice in the central 
and eastern Weddell Sea amounted 0.16m, while tllat over the second-year ice in 
the northwestern Weddell Sea was 0.53 m; (2) the mean density of the snow in the 
Weddell Sea was 290 kg/m3 (Ezcken. et al . ,  1994). Since t.he ic.e is constant.ly driven 
by winds and ocean currents, the sea ice Zone is highly dynamic. As a result. leads. 
which are ice-free regions between ice floes, are commonly created within t,he pack 
ice. 
Antarctica is the coldest, windiest and driest continent on the Eart.11. The surface 
air is int,ensely chilled by radiative cooling as heat is lost from the ice surface to 
space. On the dome-shaped ice cap, the temperature decreases with the dist,ance 
from the coast, since the elevation of t,he continental interior increases in general 
with the latitude. In most coastal regions the mean annual temperature is around 
-12OC, a t  1,000111 -20Â°C and in tlle highest parts near 4,000m it falls t,o -60Â° 
(see Figure 3.2). In t,he vertical structure of t,he atmospheric temperature profiles 
there is a temperatme increase from the ice surface to about 700-1000m above 
the ice surface. This phenomenon is known as the surface temperature inversion. 
Although the inversion is strongest in the int,erior of the continent in the winter, 
when the cooling of the surface is highest, significant inversions occur for inuch of 
the year even in the coastal region. The inversion strength, which is defined as the 
differente between t,he surface t e n ~ p e r ~ t u r e  and the highest temperature observed in 
the lower t,roposphere, can reach 25OC in winter at  the int,erior of East Antarctica, 
as shown in Figure 3.3. Additionally, the katabatic wind regime is also olle of the 
most remarkable features of Antarctic climatology, which is mostly caused by the 
strong radiative cooling of the ice sheet. Tlle gravity driven flow moves very slowly 
downwards from high elevation areas of the ice c a p  accelerating as it moves towards 
the coast. The configuration of the ice topography provides an extensive elevated 
source of cold air and lower lying glacial basins which cause strong confluence of 
airflows. As the katabatic winds move towards the coast the very cold, very dense 
and high velocity airflow is confined to a layer about 600111 thick, with the fastest 
winds at a height of about 2001n above the ice surface. Antarctic air is extremely 
dry. Air in the upper levels of the atmosphere circulates towards Antarctica from 
inore northern latitudes. By the time the air descends over the polar central plateau 
to approach the boundary layer of the atmosphere, most of the moisture has been 
removed. The annual precipitation of snow, averaged across the continent, is about 
100 mm of water equivalent. In some locations as little as 20 nlm is recorded. Because 
of the low temperatures, however, there is little or no melt. The knowledge of the 
spacial distribution and seasonal variation of the precipitation over the Antarctic 
continent is essential to our understanding of the stability and mass balance of the 
Antarctic ice sheet, and consequently, essential to the prediction of global sea level 
changes. 
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Figure 3.2: An,nual mean  surface temperatures (in O C) over Antarctica, deduced from 
1 0 m  snoul tein.perature measurements. (From King and Turner,  1997) 
Figure 3.3: Iso!ii~,es of the average strength of th,e surface temperature znversion i n  the 
wznter. (Froin Schwederfeger. 1984) 
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3.2 Surface Temperature of 
from Infrare 
3.2.1 Physics Related to Infrared Sensors 
Due to the hostile environn~ent in Antarctica, the direct measurements of ice sur- 
face teinperatures are sparse. Hence, the observations made from the polar orbiting 
satellites are valuable supplement,~. To measure the ground surface temperature 
from satellite, infrared sensors are commonly used, since the peak of the emission 
spectrum of the terrestrial surfaces is located near 10 um wavelength and the atnio- 
sphere is moderately transparent to radiation in the thermal infrared range. The  
penetration depth of infrared radiation in geophysical materials (soil, ice, water, 
snow etc.) is very small (of the order of microns), while their emissivit.ies are gen- 
erally high. Consequently, the ~neasured radiation in the infrared range is mainly 
emitted from the ground surface. 
To Interpret the measurements from infrared sensors, Planck's Law is used. The  
radiance B A  of a blackbody with the physical temperature T is described by the  
Planck function, 
where h is Planck's constant; arid k is Boltzmann's constant. The radiance BA rep- 
resents the radiant flux per m i t  solid angle in a given direction, per unit project,ed 
area in that direction, within unit range of wavelength. BA has thus the unit of 
W - n 1 3 . s r 1 .  Generally, the radiant flux, L, received by a s'paceborne radiometer a t  
local zenith angle 0 is directly related to the radiance of the Earth surface in tha t  
direction (Robinson, 1985). By ignoring the effect of the intervening atmosphere, L 
is simply given by 
L =(@, \ )B\(T) ,  (3.2) 
where e(0, \) is the surface emissivity a t  local zenith angle 6 and wavelength A .  In 
practice, however, a radiometer receives radiation ouly over a certain range of wave- 
length and local zenith angles, which are deter'mined by the receiver passband and 
the antenna beamwidth, respectively. Consequently, the radiant flux L measured by 
a radiometer is an Integration over wavelength and local zenith angle. For simplicity, 
however, Eq. (3.2) is still used, but with a modification that  4 0 ,  X} is replaced by F ,  
an average emissivity of the surface wit.hin the wavelength range determined by the 
passband of tlle receiver and within the range of tlle local zenith angle determined 
by the antenna beamwidth. 
Since Antarctic ice is usually covered by snow, its e~nission in the infrared range is 
determined by the emission property of snow. The enlissivity of snow in the infrared 
range of interest is quite insensitive to surface parameters, including density, grain 
size, thickness, liquid water content, and impurity content, but it llas an angular 
and spectral dependency (Massom an,d Comzso, 1994). The directional emissivities 
of snow at  the thermal channels (channels 4 and 5) of the Advanced Very High 
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) on board the NOAA series satellite, have been 
inodeled by Key an,d Haeflzger [1992], and their results are shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4: The modeled directional emisszvzties of Snow at channels 4 and 5 of N O A A  
AVHRR.  (Data from Key and Haejlzger [1992]) 
They also found that  these emissivities do not change significantly over the range of 
temperatures encountered in polar regions and therefore these values are applicable 
to the Snow type encountered through all seasons of the year. 
3.2.2 Surface Ternperature of Sea Ice from OLS Data: 
An Algorithm 
Much work has been done in retrieving the ice surface temperature using AVHRR 
(Maslanik und Key, 1993; Yu et al., 1995). AVHRR has five channels, covering the 
range of the electromagnetic spectrum from visible to thermal infrared. Using the 
so-called "split-window" technique, the effects of atmospheric water vapor absorp- 
tion can be corrected, based On the fact that  atmospheric transmission is greater 
a t  channel 4 than a t  channel 5. In analyzing the data  of SSM/T2, it is desirable 
to  use the images of the Operational Linescan System (OLS), because OLS is on 
board the Same spacecraft with the microwave Sensor and therefore provides coin- 
cident measurements. In comparison with AVHRR, OLS has the disadvantages of 
fewer channels and wider bandwidth. OLS has only two channels, one in the visible 
band (0.4-1.1 um) and one in the  infrared (IR) band (10.5-12.6 um). Hence, the 
algorithms of AVHRR cannof be directly used in processing OLS images and there 
is a need to develop dedicated algorithms for OLS. 
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Figure 3.5: O L S  IR image over the Weddell Sea, Antarctzca. Clouds und sea ice sur- 
face are classij?ed through visual inspection. The  dashed curve through the Weddell Sea 
represenh the expedition route of R/V Polarstern in July 1992. 
3.2.2.1 Cloud Masking 
To retrieve the surface temperature using visible and infrared images, clouds have 
to be detected and ~nasked out at  first. In polar regions the  siinilar reflectances of 
clouds and snow/ice surfaces make the separation difficult by using visible channels. 
It is even more difficult in the long polar night, when only the infrared images are 
available. Due to the prevailing temperature inversion, unambiguous classification of 
clouds m d  ice surfaces is impossible using the simple threshold technique. In order 
to solve these problems, Schlueter und Markus [I9961 have used neural networks to  
classify OLS infrared images through texture analysis, based on the statistical char- 
acteristics of Segments. Tc use this technique, the neural networks must be trained 
using classified images, which are obtained coinmonly through visual inspection. 
T11e human eye, combined with human experience, is a powerful tool. Visual in- 
spection is based 011 t,he fact that  sea ice surface temperature is usually warmer 
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Table 3.1: Average En~issivities of Snow and Water a t  OLS IR Channel 
than -5OCC and it looks rougher t.han clo~id tops due to the existente of re-frozen 
leacls, ice riclges and Open water pools. One of the problems for the visual inspection 
is the influence of thin clo~ids, which can not be easily detected due to their low 
opacity and may cause an error of a few Kelvin. Figure 3.5 shows an exaniple of 
tlius classified OLS infrared iinages. 
Averaged over 
A :  10.5-12.6 ,um; (9: 0-55O 
3.2.2.2 The Expression of the Surface Teniperature of Sea Ice 
In cloucl-free cases t,he radiance measured by OLS represents the integrated radi- 
ances of all the surfaces within the field of view, wllich is a mixture of ice and 
Open water. Usually, the measured radiance of OLS is expressed as the effective 
bright,ness temperature Tb, 2.e. the temperature of a black body, at  which it. has the 
same racliance as the measured one. In general, the surfaces of ice and water have 
different. t,emperatures. The surface temperature of sea water is assumed here t o  be 
a t  its freezing point, 2.e. -1.8OC. If the ice concentration within the OLS pixel is 
Cice, the t,otal radiant flux L received by OLS can be written as 
fs (Snow) 
0.9954 
in which Tice is the surface temperature of ice, TW is the surface temperature of sea 
water; es and CU are the emissivities of snow and water at  the OLS IR channel, 
respectively. Both DMSP ancl NOAA satellites are sun-synchronous orbiters a t  an 
a l t i t d e  lower t,han 1,000 km; the Sensors AVHRR and OLS both observe the Earth 
by cross-track scanning with nearly same swath width of 3,000 km (Kramer, 1996). 
Since the bandwidth of the infrared channel of OLS Covers the combined spectral 
range of channels 4 and 5 of AVHRR, the emissivity of snow at  the OLS IR channel, 
is taken as tlie average of the emissivities a t  channels 4 and 5 of AVHRR. Sea 
water has a smaller emissivity than snow. Here, the value given by Comzso [I9941 
is adopted. The emissivities used for snow and sea wat.er a t  the IR channel of OLS 
are shown in Table 3.1. 
By solving Equation (3.3), the ice surface temperature Tice can be obtained. In 
order to get a simple expression for Tice, the Planck flinction BA in Eq. (3.1) is re- 
placed by an approximate expression. It is found t,hat, for the wavelength range and 
temperatures considered, BA can be approximated by a power law of temperature, 
CU (Water) 
0.9850 
and that  171 can be taken as constant (Pnce .  1989). Using this approximation, Tice 
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For the IR channel of OLS and for the temperature range encountered in polar 
regions, m takes the value of 5.0. Thus, using the brightness temperature mea- 
sured by the IR channel of OLS and the ice concentration obtained from SSM/I 
measurements, the surface t.emperature of sea ice can be calculated using Eq. (3 .5) ,  
3.2 .2 .3  Correc t ion  of the Atmospher i c  Effect 
In the above discussion, the effect of the clear atmosphere was ignored. Although 
the polar atmosphere is reasonably transparent at  thermal infrared wavelengths, it 
has some effects on the measured Th and this effect is not const,ant in the whole 
Antarctic region. In regions near sea ice edges or in areas with low ice concentrat.ions, 
the water vapor content in the atmospl~ere is much higher than over the compact 
pack ice or the continental ice sheet. Furthern~ore, the surface temperature inversion 
in regions near sea ice edges is also weaker; accordingly, the average atrnospheric 
temperature can be considerably lower than the ice surface temperature. In this 
case, the error of measured Tb can be large. In addition, the imperfect calibration of 
the radiometer is also a sourCe of error. To minimize the retrieval error, a correction 
is derived by comparing the surface temperature of ice from in situ measurements 
with those retrieved using Eq. (3.5). 
The in situ measurements were made during the expedition of the research vessel 
R/V Polarstern across the Weddell Sea in July of 1992 (see Fig. 3.5). The measured 
temperatures were not the surface skin temperatures of snow, instead, the stan- 
dard 2-meter air temperatures. The surface skin temperatures are obtained here by 
subtracting 1.4OC from the standard 2-meter air temperatures, to account for the 
statistical cold bias of the snow surface relative to the 2-n~eter air (S~h~wederfeger,  
1984; Y u  et al., 1995). During the expedition the standard 2-meter air teinperatures 
were measured every 3 hours, with over 150 ineasurements. In the Same time period 
there were 41 OLS images available, but only 10 images under clear sky conditions. 
In order to ma,ke the cornparison meaningful, a reasonable amount of data is 
needed. For this purpose, available data of AVHRR channel 4 in July 1992 are used 
to  infer the Th of OLS I R  channel, when the OLS image was not available. The 
relationship between the AVHRR Th and the OLS Th is obtained through a linear 
regression of the nearly coincident measuren~ents of AVHRR and OLS. The time 
differentes of the compared data  of AVHRR and OLS are less than 1 hour and are 
projected onto the same grid with a spatial resolution of 5 km. Figure 3.6 compares 
the coincident measurements of AVHRR and OLS. I t  is evident that  the AVHRR 
channel4 gives in general higher brightness temperatures than the OLS IR channel. 
This is consistent with the larger emissivity of snow and the higher transmittance 
of the atnlosphere a t  AVHRR channel 4 than a t  t,he OLS IR channel. The linear 
equation describing the relationship between Th from AVHRR and Tb from OLS is 
Th(OLS) = 27.15 + 0,88Th(AVHRR Ch.4) (K). (3.6) 
By including the AVHRR data ,  the number of intercomparisons between space- 
borne and ground based measurements is expanded to 28, and most measurements 
were done at  regions with high ice concentrations, as shown in Figure 3.7(a). The 
surface temperatures of sea ice, which are calculated using OLS data,  are averages 
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Figure 3.6: Cozncident observations of OLS und of AVHRR. N is the number of samples, 
R is the correlation coefficient, und U i s  the root-mean-square ,residual. 
within an area of 45 X 45 km2 surrounding positions of the in situ measurements. 
Referring to Figure 3.7(b), the calculated surface temperatures are in general lower 
than the in situ measured values, especially in warm regions. One of the reasons is 
the absorption and emission of water vapor. The larger scatter in Figure 3.7(b) at  
higher temperatures inay be related to the larger error of ice concentration determi- 
nation using SSM/I. Through linear regression, the relationship between measured 
and calculated ice surface temperatures is obtained as 
Tice(Measured) = -25.91 + 1.12Tice(OLS) (K).  (3.7) 
3.2.2.4 Procedures in retrieving the Surface Temperature of Sea Ice 
In Summary, the retrieval of surface t e ~ n p e r ~ t u r e s  of sea ice using the IR channel of 
OLS is done by the following procedures: 
deterniining the ice concentration from SSM/I measurements, 
0 calculating the ice surface temperatures using OLS data  with Eq. (3.5); 
correcting the atmospheric effects using Eq. (3.7). 
This retrieval can also be done graphically in Figure 3.8, if the ice concentration 
and the OLS thermal infrared brightness temperature are given. 
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Figure 3.7: (U)  Measured and calculated (using Eq. 3.5) wr face  temperatures o f  sea ice 
versus ice concentration. (b )  T h e  relationship between the measured versus calculated ice 
surface temperatures i n  the Weddell Sea in July 1992. 
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Figure 3.8: Graphical retrieval of ice surface temperature. (U)  Tice and (b )  Tice -Tb(OLS)  
as a function of Cice w d  Tb(OLS) .  
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Figure 3.9: The error of Tice as a function of Cice and Tb(OLS) ,  if (U )  Cice is determined 
with an error of 5% and ( b )  ~ ~ ( 0 ~ s )  is determined with an error of 1.0 K. 
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3.2.2.5 Error Analysis 
The accuracy of retrieving the surface temperature of sea ice following the procedure 
described above is determined by many factors, but mainly by the accuracies of the 
OLS measurements and the SSM/I determination of ice concentration. Figure 3.9 
shows how errors from these two sources influence the accuracy of Tice. Generally, 
the retrieval error is small in regions with high ice concentration, and for the Same 
uncertainties in" ice concentration determination and in OLS measurements, the 
retrieval deteriorates as the ice concentration and the surface temperature becomes 
low . 
The influence of the atmosphere is another important error source. The effec- 
tiveness of Eq. (3.7) in correcting the atmospheric effects depends on whether the 
data set used to derive the coefficients is representative. Referring to Figure 3 .7fa) ,  
it is not fully convincing to argue that  the data  set used here is fully representative. 
However, this correction formula can be de~nonstrated to be reasonable. 
The sea ice surface temperature algorithms using AVHRR, given by Massom und 
Comzso [1994], can be regarded as an  algorithm for regions of 100% ice coverage, 
since the resolution of AVHRR is much higher than that  of SSM/I. This algorithm 
is designed for the Arctic and uses AVHRR channels 4 and 5, 
Tice = T4 + [1.246 - 8.717(T4 - T5)(sec 0 - 1.0)] (K), (3.8)  
where T 4  and T 5  represent the brightness temperatures for channels 4 and 5, re- 
spectively, and 6 is the local zenith angle. The term in the square brackets represents 
the correction due to the atmospheric absorption and ranges from 0 to 1.4 K ,  with 
an average of 0.7K (Massom und Cornzso, 1994). The algorithm developed in this 
section for OLS can be changed into an algorithm for AVHRR, by making use of 
the relationship (Eq. (3.6)) between brightness temperatures of the OLS IR chan- 
nel and the AVHRR channel 4. If the ice concentration with the pixel is 10096, the 
algorithm for AVHRR channel 4 is simply written as 
Tice = 3.28 + 0.9974 (K). (3.9) 
In co~nparing this equation with Eq. (3.8), it is found that  the maxinlum difference 
between the two equations is 0.35 K for Tice in the range of -50'-OÂ°C Note tha t ,  in 
comparing the Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), the term in the square brackets of Eq. (3.8) is 
replaced by its average of 0.7K. 
3.2.3 Surface Temperature of Land Ice: 
Comiso's Formula 
The retrieval of ice surface temperatures from infrared data over the continental ice 
sheet is simplified by its homogeneous snow coverage. The retrieval is also expected 
to be more accurate than over sea ice due to the very low water vapor content 
in the continental atmosphere. For convenience, the algorithm of Comzso [1994] 
is adopted. He analyzed the thermal infrared data  of the Te~nperature Humidity 
Infrared Radiometer (THIR) on board the NIMBUS-7 satellite. NIMBUS-7 was 
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also in a sun-synclironous polar orbit at  an altitude of 955 km. which is close t o  t,lie 
DMSP orbit; ancl THIR liad a swath widtli of 3,000 km (Kramer, 1996). Because the 
thermal infrared channel of THIR worked in nearly same wavelength band (10.5- 
12.5 um) as the OLS IR cliannel, tlie correction formula derived for tlie THIR can 
be directly used for OLS, 
Comiso calculated tlie ice surface temperature using the equation, 
in whicli Tb(THIR) represents tlle brightness temperature at  tlie thermal infrared 
channel of THIR and C, is tlie snow emissivity witli a value of 0.997. He compared tlie 
ice surface t,emperatures calculat,ed using t,he above equation wit.11 t,liosc measured 
a t  Ant,arctic st,ations (see Figure 3.10). Tlie station da ta  include measurement,s in 
bot11 austral summer (January) and winter (July). He found tliat tlie THIR and 
station temperatures were generally in agreei~~ent to within 3 K through out the 
year, with a correlation coefficient R of 0.997 and a st,andard deviation of 2.1 K .  A 
linear regression of the da ta  set, provided the relationship, 
Tice(Station) = 14.2 + 0.946Tice(THIR) (K) .  (3.11) 
Tice(THIR) is the ice surface temperature calculated using Eq.  (3.10). I t  should be 
pointed out that, (1) the  station data were the 1-3111 surface air temperatures instead 
of the skin temperat.ure of tlie ice surface and (2) t,he comparison were done just 
between tlie monthly means of both measurements. According to Comiso [1994], 
Surface Temperature From THIR ('C) 
Figure 3.10: Comparison of the monthly mean surface temperatures over the Antarctic 
ice sheet, measured at stations and retrieved from THIR data. (From Comiso [1994]) 
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Figure 3.11: T h e  approximate range of the penetration depth of snow as a function of 
Frequency. The shaded area represents the ranges at SSM/T2 frequencies. 
the ice surface temperatures and the 1-3m surface air temperatures agree to within 
1.OK over tlie A i ~ t ~ r c t i c  continent. Considering the relatively stable water vapor 
content in the atmosphere over the Antarctic ice sheet, Eq. (3.11) shows the average 
effects of the atmospheric absorption and the surface emissivity variation on the 
retrieval of ice surface temperst-ures and is assumed to  be valid for correcting these 
effects in the inst,antaneous measurements of OLS. 
3.3 Emissivity of Ice at SSM/T2 Frequencies 
3.3.1 The Microwave Emission from Snow Covered Ice 
Snow covered ice (including bot11 sea ice and land ice) is a bulk emitting medium 
at  microwave frequencies below 300 GHz. According t o  Hall and Martznec [1985], 
the microwave emission of a snow cover can emanate from a depth of 10 to 100 
times the length of the wavelength, depending upon the  density, the liquid water 
content a ~ ~ d  t11e grain size of the snow. Figure 3.11 shows the approximate range 
of the penetration depth of snow a t  frequencies below 300 GHz. The penetration 
dept.11 corresponds to  a. depth of the snow, over which radiation intensity reduces to 
e 2  ( ~ 1 4 % )  of its original value, and therefore, the radiation of the snow cover can 
be regarded just from its top layer with a thickness of the penetration depth. At the 
SSM/T2 frequenciks the penetration depth of Snow ranges from a few centimeter 
t.o a few decimeter, which falls in the range of the snow cover depth commonly 
eucountered in the Antarctic oceans. The penetration depth of sea ice is much 
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smaller than that of snow, less than one cent,imeter a t  frequencies above 100 GHz 
(U laby  et al . ,  1981), because the ice has a much higher density than snow and 
contains brine, which is a good absorber for microwaves. Therefore, the radiation of 
snow covered sea ice contains contributions from both the snow cover and t.he surface 
layer of ice, as shown in Figure 3.12. Normally, the temperature at  t.he snow surface 
(T,) and at  the snow-ice interface (Ti) are different. This temperature difference is 
due to the heat transfer through ice and snow, which is in turn determined by the 
physical properties of ice and snow as well as by the meterological conditions a t  the 
surface. The in situ observations in the winter Weddell Sea has revealed that  the 
snow surface temperature is always lower than the snow-ice interface temperature 
and the temperature gradient within the snow cover could be up to 1.5 K/cm, and 
this temperature gradient depends mainly On the Snow surface temperature, the 
colder the snow surface, the larger t,he gradient (Com,iso e t  al., 1989). 
Figure 3.12: The  schematic diagram of the physical structure off irst-year ice. 
Due to this nonuniform temperature distribution within the emitting layer, the 
effective emitting temperature of sea ice a t  microwave frequencies is in general 
different from the snow surface temperature. If the ice surface temperatures derived 
from measurements of infrared Sensors are used to calculate the en~issivities, the 
estimated values will overestimate the effective emissivities of sea ice. Over the 
Antarctic continent, however, the temperature gradient within the Snow cover is 
much sinaller (less than O.lK/cm ( Z w a l l y ,  1977)), owing to the totally different 
physical conditions of the ice sheet. Hence, the land ice can be regarded as a grey 
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body with constant temperature a t  the SSM/T2 frequencies. The effective emissivity 
of land ice can be exactly estimated using the surface temperatures from infrared 
measurements. 
Many authors have investigated the emission properties of ice in polar regions. 
Comiso et al. [1989], Grenfell et al. [I9941 and Johnsen et al. [1997] did in situ 
radiometric measurements directly above the ice surface; Troy et al. [I9811 observed 
the polar ice using radiometers on board airplanes. Using satellite data,  Chang et 
al. [I9761 and Comzso [I9831 have retrieved the surface emissivities of land and 
sea ice, respectively. But, these investigations were primarily done a t  frequencies 
below 40 GHz, although some observations at  frequencies as high as 90 GHz were 
taken. Recently, measurements at  frequencies up to 157 GHz over the Baltic sea 
ice and Snow sites were done using airborne radiometers and valuable results were 
obtained (Hewzson und Englzsh, 1998). Nevertheless, there is a general shortage of 
observations of ice emissivities a t  frequencies higher than 100GHz, especially in 
Antarctica. 
3.3.2 Methodology 
Usually, the ground surface en~issivity es is retrieved by solving the integral radia- 
tive transfer equation (Eq. 2.12), when coincident measurements of the profiles of 
atmospheric temperature and humidity and the brightness temperature Tb a t  the 
top of the atmosphere are avaihble. However, tlie sparse i n  situ measurements of 
the atmosphere in Antarctica often limited the use of this direct method. Since 
the range of surface emissivities of ice is needed in developing the algorithm for 
retrieving the total water vapor using the RCBTD method, a simple approach is 
proposed here to estimate the emissivities of ice, without coincident measurements 
of atmospheric profiles. This simple approach is also based on the integral radiative 
transfer equation, however, in a sin~plified form. 
3.3.2.1 A Simple Expression of Tb 
At first, the total transmissivity of the atmosI%ere a t  frequency f and local zenith 
angle 0, T ( f ,  Q), is defined 
By substituting the expressions of the upwelling atmospheric radiation Tu (Eq. 
(2.13)), the downwelling atmospheric radiation Td (Eq. (2.14)) and the surface 
emission Te (Eq. (2.15)) into Eq. (2.12) and ignoring the contribution of the cosmic 
background, Tb has the form, 
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On tlie right liand side of Eq. ( 3 . 1 3 ) .  tlie first term is tlie contribution of tlie ground 
surface emission and tlie next two terms are tlie contribntions of atmosplieric emis- 
sion. By combining tlie atmosplieric contributions toget,lier, T b  consists of two terms,  
the surface teriii and tlie atmosplieric term. Tlie atmosplieric tci'm in T b  can be 
further transformed into an integration. in which tlie integraiid is a p o d u c t  of 
tlie temperature profile T(:}  and tlie so-called "temperature weigliting function" 
%( f .  6 :  z ) .  Tb is then expressed as 
Tlie atmospheric term in Eq. (3 .14)  can be further simpiified t.o a product of inte- 
grated quantities. For tliis purpose, we define a quantity, tlie "equivalent tempera- 
ture of tlie atmosphere", T a ,  
If we furtlier define the quantity Wa(f, 6 )  
as tlie atmospheric weiglit, the expression of Tb then has the following simple form, 
Clearly, tlie surface weight is equal to  the atmospheric transniissivity T .  
If tlie integration in Eq. (3 .17)  is perfornied by using tlie expression of the tem- 
perature weighting function W T ( f >  0; z) in Eq.  ( 3 . 1 5 ) ,  it  is found that tlie atino- 
splieric weight Wa lias the following simple algebmic form, 
In performing tliis integration, the condition 
lias been considered, which means tliat the atmospheric absorption becomes Zero 
a t  the top of the atmosphere. For clarity, the arguments f  and 6  are oniitted in 
Eq. (3 .19) .  Taking the simple algebraic form of Wa, the  expression of Tb becomes 
Tb = T e s T s  + [(1 - T )  + ( 1  - e s ) ( l  - T ) T ] T a .  ( 3 . 2 1 )  
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Figure 3.13: T h e  relationship between the surface weight T a n d  the a tmosphe~zc  weight 
Wa for non-scattering atmospheres. 
An interesting relation exists between tlie surface weight and tlie atmospheric 
weiglit Wa, z. e. 
T +Wa = 1 + (1 - â‚¬,) - Y ) T .  (3.22)  
This relationship is also grapliically shown in Figure 3.13. Clearly, the sum of T 
and Wa is very close to 1 ,  since the second term on the right liand side of Eq. (3.22) 
is small for tlie emissivities of commonly encountered surfaces. Tliis relationship re- 
veals an important fact for satellite radiometry. When the atmospheric absorption 
increases due to tlie increase of water vapor content in tlie atinospliere or liquid wa- 
ter content in clouds, tlie atmospheric transmissivity T will decrease; consequently, 
the contribution of tlie surface emission in the measured Tb will decrease. How- 
ever. tlie reduced surface contribution in Tb tends to be compensated by almost 
the Same proportion of tlie atmospheric einission. As a result, the final cliange of 
Tb depends directly on the contrast (the differente) between the surface emission 
â‚¬, and the equivalent atmospheric temperature Ta. If Ta is very close to â‚¬,T 
changing the a,tmospheric absorption lias very little effect On the measured Tb; this 
means, variations of the atmospheric parameter cannot be observed in the mea- 
sured Tb. Therefore, a sufficiently large contrast between the surface emission esTS 
and t.he equivalent atmospheric temperature Ta is the prerequisite to measure tlie 
atmospheric parameters using sat,ellite radiometry. Since bot11 the ground surface 
emissivity and the cquivalent atmospheric temperature are functions of frequency, 
the operating frequencies of a radiometer inust be carefully selected. 
3.3.2.2 T h e  Atmospher i c  Transmissivity T a n d  t h e  Equivalent  A t m o -  
spher ic  T e i n p e r a t u r e  Ta 
The simple expression of Tb in Eq. (3.21) is used to estimate the surface emissivit,y 
of ice. Algebraic manip~~la t ion of this equation to solve for t.he surface emissivity 
yields 
^ - ^ (1  - y2) 
E S  = T, T, 
T[l - 2 ( l  - T ) ] '  
In this equation, Th is obtained directly from the measurements of SSM/T2 and 
T, can be retrieved from OLS data in cases of clear sky. The quantities T and Ta. 
however, ueecl to be estiinated. T depends on the absorption of gas in the atmo- 
sphere, at  SSM/T2 frequencies, mainly water vapor. If the temperature dependency 
of water vapor absorption is ignored, T is directly related to W, the total water 
vapor in the atmosphere. The equivalent atmospheric temperature Ta, in contrast, 
depends mainly on tlle vertical structure of temperature and water vapor in the 
atmosphere (see Eq. (3.16)). Referring to Eq. (3.23)) only the ranges of T and 2 
are needed in order t.o estimate the range of the surface en~issivities. If tlie minima 
and maxima of Y and 2 in a region for a given season can be est.imated, the range 
of surface emissivity is determined by the corresponding miniinum and inaximum 
of es in Eq. (3.23), 
To estimate the ranges of T and 2 in Antarctic winter, model simulations were 
done using typical atmospheric profiles measured with radiosondes a t  representa- 
tive locations. Figure 3.14 shows the at~nospheric profiles used in this simulation, 
which are expected to represent the typical conditions of the atmosphere in austral 
winter a t  the continental interior, a t  the coast, and over the sea ice covered oceans. 
In doing the simulation the relative humidity at  all levels in the troposphere is 
assumed to be Same, changing from 0% to 100% in steps of 10%. The siinulated 
results of T as a function of the total water vapor W are shown in Figure 3.15. 
Here, only the results a t  the three lower channels of SSM/T2 are shown. Due to 
the strong absorption of water vapor for the 183.31 GHz channels of SSM/T2, the 
atmospheric transmissivity a t  these channels decreases rapidly with increasing total 
water vapor. For exainple, for 4.0 kg/rn2 of total water vapor the transmissivity is 
only about 0.5 for the 183.31zt7GHz channel. In contrast, the transmissivity is a t  
least 0.8 for the two window channels of SSM/T2, even for total water vapor up to 
8.0 kg/m2. Because water vapor is the main absorber a t  SSM/T2 frequencies, T is 
approxi~nated as a simple function of the total water vapor W, 
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Figure 3.14: T h e  temperature profiles used for estimating the ranges o f  T und 2 i n  the 
Antarctic winter.  All  of the profiles are measured with radiosonde. 
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Table 3 2 T~ and K ,  for SSM/T2 channels in the Antaictic wintei 
where K~ is the mass absorption coefficient of water vapor defined in Chapter 2 and 
rrf stands for the total absorption of all the other gases except water vapor in the 
atmosphere. Å¸sin the simulated results of T, K(, and can be determined with 
regression procedures, and the corresponding values a t  the five channels of SSM/T2 
are given in Table 3.2. At the Same time, the ratio of are also obtained from the 
simulation and they are shown in Figure 3.16. 
In view of t,he significant differente in climatology over the Antarctic continent 
and over the circumpolar oceans, they are treated separately. Using Eq. (3.26), 
T can be immediately calculated if the total water vapor W is given. Over the 
continental ice sheet in austral winter, the total water vapor in the atmosphere 
is assumed to be not more than 1.0kg/m2; but ,  the ratio 2 co~ild be large due 
to  strong surface temperature inversions and it is assunied to be in the range of 
1.0- -1.2,  in view of the simulated results in Figure 3.16. The atmosphere over sea 
ice generally contains more water vapor due to its evidently higher air temperatures. 
Figure 3.15: The atmospheric transmissivity T at the three lower frequency channels of 
S S M / T 2  versus total water vapor W .  The symbols represent the simulated results based 
on radzosonde data, while the solid lines represent the fits using Eq. (3.26). 
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Figure 3.16: Simulated 9 versus total water vapor W at 9 2 G H z  (top) and 150 GHz  
(bottom). The  shaded areas represent the estimated ranges of W und % i n  the Antarctic 
winter. 
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Table 3.3: Estimated ranges of W and r]Ã in the Antarctic winter 
1 Over Sea Ice 1 1  1.0- -5.0 1 1.0- . -1.1 1 
Hence, W over sea ice is assumed to be in the range of 1.0- Â¥5. kg/m2 for clear 
sky conditions. The ratio 2 in sea ice covered regions, in contrast, is expected to 
be smaller than that  over the continent, since the surface temperature inversion is 
weaker. The siinulated results of shown in Figure 3.16 give a rough guide-line in 
estimating the range of %. Normally, most of the water vapor is constrained within 
the lower and warm layer of the atmosphere. Due to the prevailing surface temper- 
a,ture inversion in Antarctica, especially in winter, the equivalent teinperature of 
the atmosphere is expected to be higher than the surface temperature. The rough 
range of 2 over sea ice is assumed to be within the range of 1.0. .  -1.1. In Summary, 
the estimated ranges of W and $ in austral winter are given in Table 3.3. These 
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3.3.2.3 The Relationship between Surface Emissivity 6 ,  and Ratio 2 
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As stated above, given the ranges of T and 2, the range of the surface emissivity 
es can be in~mediately determined using Eqs. (3.23), (3.24) and (3.25) for a given 
value of 2. Because 2 is assumed to be larger than 1 in the Antarctic winter, 2 
always overestimates the surface einissivity es. Figures 3.17 shows the range of es of 
both land and sea ice a t  the two window channels of SSM/T2 for a given value of % 
Clearly, the more sensitive a channel is to water vapor, the larger the uncertainty 
in the estimate of es a t  this channel will be. 2 gives the best estimate of es a t  
92 GHz over the Antarctic continent and the worst estimate a t  150 GHz over sea ice 
r e i o n s  The error in estimating es of sea ice using 2 a t  the 150 GHz channel can 
be larger than 0.1 (see Fig. 3.17). If the measurements a t  the 183.31 GHz channels 
are used, much larger uncertainties are expected. These large uncertainties make 
the estiination meaningless. Therefore, just the two window channels of SSM/T2 
are used in the following discussions. 
3.3.3 Results from Satellite Data 
In general, the  surface emissivity of ice is a function of both the satellite viewing 
angle and the polarization state. As stated in Chapter 1, bot11 the viewing angle and 
the polarization state of SSM/T2 changes during a scan. Therefore, the equivalent 
surface emissivity for SSM/T2 changes with the beam position, which should be 
considered when estimating the surface emissivity. However, the surface emissivities 
of the terrestrial surfaces a t  two orthogonal polarizations change differently with the 
viewing angle. Figure 3.18 shows the theoretical emissivities of calm ocean surfaces 
as a function of the local zenithangle 0, a t  vertically polarized (V) and horizontally 
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Figure 3.17: T h e  range of es at a definite vulue of 2 at frequencies of 92 GHz (left) und 
150 GHz (right) over the ice sheet ( top) und over seu ice (bottom). 
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Figure 3.18: The  theoretical emissivity of calm ocean surfaces, calculated using the Fresnel 
formula for specular surfaces and the dzelectric constant of sea water given by Kle in  and 
Swift [1977]. 
polarized directions. The difference between es a t  the two polarizations tends to 
increase rapidly with increasing local zenith angle 0.  However, the equivalent emis- 
sivity of SSM/T2 changes much smaller with 6, due to the mixed polarization of 
SSM/T2 receiver (see also Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 1.3). Based on this fact, the viewing 
angle dependency of the equivalent SSM/T2 emissivities of ice are not considered 
in the following discussions. 
The coincident measurements of SSM/T2 and OLS a t  25 and 26 of July 1995 
are used for the following analysis. There is a total of 29 overpasses of spacecraft 
F12 in these two days. Since the swath width of OLS is large, about 3,000 km, two 
consecutive images of OLS in polar regions overlap one another significantly. In ad- 
dition, the period of the DMSP satellites is about 101 minutes. Hence, when these 
images are shown consecutively, the movement of clouds can be clearly observed 
and cloud-free regions are better recognized than with only one image. Over the 
two days, most parts of Antarctica were covered by clouds, especially in the coastal 
regions. Over sea ice, cloud-free patches were observed in the center Weddell Sea, 
the Amundsen Sea and the ROSS Sea. Over the Antarctic plateau, part of Queen 
Maud land and part of Wilkes land were recognized as cloud-free. An example of 
the coincident images of OLS and SSM/T2 is shown in Figure 3.19, in which the 
rectangles represent regions recognized as cloud-free. The SSM/T2 pixels within 
these rectangles will be selected to estimate the surface emissivities of ice. In calcu- 
lating 2, Tb is directly taken from the SSM/T2 measurements and T, is retrieved 
from OLS measurements using the algorithms described in Section 3.2. The sea ice 
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Figure 3.19: A n  example of the coincident measurements of SSM/T2 and OLS, used for 
ice emzssivity est imations.  The  rectangles represent the selected cloud-free regions. 
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Figure 3.20: Estimated emissivities of land ice and sea ice a t  92 GHz (top) and at 150 GHz 
(bottom). T h e  small Open circles represent the values of 2; the dotted lines below the 
circles represent the corresponding range of the surface emissivity e,. 
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concentration in sea ice regions was obtained from the coincident SSM/I measure- 
ments. I t  was found that ,  in most of the selected regions, the ice concentration was 
higher than 95%. Since OLS has a much higher resolution (5 km) than SSM/T2, the 
surface temperatures used to calculate were averages over the SSM/T2 footprints. 
The final results of the estimation of ice surface emissivities using satellite da ta  
are shown in Figure 3.20. The emissivities of both land and sea ice a t  92 and 150 GHz 
are within the range of 0.65- -0.90. At 150 GHz, the emissivities of both types of 
ice are lower than a t  the 92 GHz. The decrease of the ice surface emissivity with 
increasing frequency is usually explained by volume scattering of Snow that  Covers 
the ice. However, the large difference between the surface emissivities a t  92 GHz 
and 150 GHz for sea ice cases niay be also related to  the large temperature gradient 
within the Snow cover of sea ice. Since the loss of radiation due to the volume 
scattering and the absorption of the Snow cover generally increases with increasing 
frequency, a larger portion of the radiation received by a spaceborne radiometer 
originates from the top layer of the snow cover a t  the higher frequency. Since the 
top layer of the snow cover is always colder than the bottom layer for sea ice cases, 
as pointed by Comiso et al. [1989], the effective emitting temperature of the Snow 
covered sea ice a t  150 GHz is lower than a t  92GHz; consequently, lower surface 
emission and smaller surface en~issivity. 
Chapter 4 
Algorithm for t nt arct ic 
egion 
Based on tlle knowledge of surface emissivity of ice as discussed in Chapter 3, an 
algorithm is described in tliis cliapter using the RCBTD metliod to retrieve the 
atiiiospheric water vapor content in Antarctica. To det.ermine the coefficient,~ used 
in the algorithm, a linear regression procedure is used based 011 t,lie da ta  set of t,otal 
water vapor obtainecl from radiosonde soundings, and tlie corresponding brightness 
temperatures a t  SSM/T2 frequencies calculated using a radiative transfer model. 
The sensitivit.~ of t.he algorit,lim to errors in tlie SSM/T2 measurements is analyzed 
and the algoritlim is validated using independent radiosonde soundings. Tlie effects 
of clouds on tlle retrieval are examined through model simulations in t.he last. section 
of this cllapter. 
4.1 Data Set of Radiosonde Soundings 
The vertica! distribution of temperature, pressure and humidity in the polar a.tmo- 
sphere up to an alt.itude of about 30 km are routinely measured by radiosondes, once 
or twice per day, at  Antarctic stations; most of tllese stations are located along the 
Antarctic coast. Over the vast circum-polar oceans, the upper-air data are mainly 
obtained from occasional soundings of radiosondes launclied from research vessels 
or ships supplying the Antarctic bases. 
The available upper-air data in this study contain tllree groups of soundings. The 
first group consists of soundings made in the Weddell Sea during June and July in 
1992 from t l ~ e  research vessel R/V Polarstern during its expedition "Winter Weddell 
Gyre Study" (WWGS) across the Weddell Sea. During the two months radiosondes 
were launclled four times a day producing a total t o  156 usable soundings. The 
second group is composed of soundings launched in June and July from 1990 to 1994 
a t  the Antarctic station Georg von Neumayer (8.4OW, 70.7's). Tliis group contains 
294 soundings. The soundings in the third group were made a t  the Amundsen- 
Scott station a t  the Sout11 Pole (90's) in 1993, using NOAA ozonesondes. Because 
there were initially only 9 soundings in the third group, which were launched in the 
period June and July, the soundings from March to  October are include to expand 
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Figure 4.1: The  locations of the available radiosonde soundings i n  the Antarctica. 
the number of usable soundings a t  the South Pole to 52. The locations of these three 
g m p s  of soundings are shown in Figure 4.1. The total of 502 available soundings, 
measured in the sea ice covered ocean, the Antarctic coast and the continental 
inferior, should reflect the typical conditions of the Antarctic atmosphere in the 
austral winter, with the exception of the soundings a t  the South Pole, which also 
contain some soundings made in the austral spring and fall. 
To develop the algorithm, the data  Set is divided into two groups: regression 
group arid test group. Each group has 251 soundings with equal numbers of sound- 
ings from the mentioned three sources. The regression group is used to construct 
the algorithnl and the test group is used to validate it.  The histograms of the total 
water vapor. the surface air temperature and the surface pressure of the atmo- 
spheres corresponding to the regression and test groups of soundines are shown 
in Figure 4.2. Tlle atmosphere over the Antarctic plateau differs distinctly from 
the atmospheres over the coast and over the ocean by its low surface pressure and 
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Figure 4.2: T h e  histograms of total water vapor i n  the atmosphere, surface air temperature 
und surface pressure used for the regression group (lej?) and the test  group (right). 
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low surface air temperature. The atmosphere there is very dry; mostly it contains 
less than 5.0 kg/m2 water vapor. Given tlie temperature and humidity profiles, the  
total water vapor W is calculated using Eq. (2.26), wliich is an integration of water 
vapor density from the ground surface to the top of tlie atmosphere along a zenith 
path. The water vapor density pv is calculated using the ideal gas equation, 
in wliich Ru is the gas constant for 1 kg of water vapor in unit of J - d e g l  Â ¥ k g l  T 
and RH are the local temperature (in Kelvin) and relative humidity (in percent) 
of tlie atmosphere, respectively. Tlie ~ a t u r ~ t i o n  water vapor pressure (in mb) eÃ£, 
depends only on the temperature and is given by (Foerster, 1997), 
4.2 Algorithm Developed from Model Results 
4.2.1 Virtual Measurements of SSM/T2 
The virtual measurements of SSM/T2, i.e. the brightness temperatures a t  all SSM/ 
T2 cliannels, corresponding to tlie da ta  collected by radiosondes are calculated 
using the radiative transfer model MWMOD. Given the atmospheric temperature 
and humidity profiles, the brightness temperatures a t  all SSM/T2 cliannels are 
calculated for a series of surface emissivities and local zenith angles. Since there were 
no simultaneous ineasurements of tlie ice surface temperature, the air temperature 
a t  the lowest level (normally 10 m above surface) of each profile was used as the 
ice surface temperature to calculate the surface emission in the model. The surface 
emissivities of ice are assumed to  change from 0.68 to  0.92 in steps of 0.04, based on 
tlie knowledge learnt in Chapter 3. In Chapter 1 we liave mentioned that  SSM/T2 
lias 28 scan positions with 14 different scan angles. For simplicity, the simulations 
were not done for every scan position, instead, tliey were done only a t  6 typical 
positions, with the local zenith angles of 1.7', 8.49': 18.73O, 29.13', 36.22') and 
47.26 O. As an example, tlie simulated brightness temperature differences between 
neighboring channels of SSM/T2 with tlie local zenit,h angle of 1.7O are shown in 
Figure 4.3. According to the discussions on the saturation point in Section 2.2.4. 
we find tliat the corresponding saturation points a t  cliannels 5 and 4 in this case 
to be about 1 .5  kg/m2 and 4.0 kg/m2, respectively. Clearly, this saturation point is 
not constant, changing with surface emissivities. In Figure 4.4, the same simulated 
results are showii again in tlie plane of brightness temperature differeiices Ty - Ts 
aiid Tz - Ty. After the biases are exactly compensated, tlie relationship between 
RCBTD vc and total water vapor W is very close to logarithmic, as can be seen in 
the bottom part  of this plot. Once again, the simple relationship between qc and W, 
as giveu by Eq.  (2.38) derived in Cha.pter 2, is demonstrated by these s im~~la t ions  
usiiig radiosonde souudings. 
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Figure 4.3: Simulated brightness tempemture differences' between the neighborzng channels 
o f S S M / T 2  with local zenith angle of 1.7', using the radiosonde soundings in the regression 
group. 
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Figure 4.4: T h e  saune results as shown i n  Figure 4.3 but i n  the plane of Ti - TA and 
T-) - T3 (top) and the relationship between the RCBTD qr. and the total water vapor W 
when the bzases are exactly compensated (bottom). 
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4.2.2 Development of an Algorithm to Retrieve Water Va- 
por over Antarctica 
The algorithm for retrieving the water vapor cont,ent of the atmosphere over Antarc- 
tica is based on the simple relationship between In nÃ and the total water vapor W )  
as discussed in Chapter 2 and again shown in the previous section. In general, how- 
ever, this relationship is not linear. Referring to Figure 4.4, the relat.ions11ip for the 
SSM/T2 channels 2, 3, and 4 is very close to a linear one in the range of W sec Q 
from 1.0 kg/m2 to about 5.0 kg/m2. Therefore, a linear expression is used to relate 
W sec 8 with In nc, 
W sec % = Co + Cl In qc. (4.3) 
The coefficients Co and Cl will be determined empirically below. 
Since the SSM/T2 channels have different sensitivities to water vapor and a 
channel can not be used if it is saturated, the algorithm should be accommodated 
to different ranges of the water vapor burden in the atmosphere. Whether a channel 
is saturated or not is j ~ ~ d g e d  using the saturation point defined in Section 2.2.4. Since 
the saturation point changes with the surface emissivity, the retrievable range for a 
given combination of channels will change accordingly. Normally, the combinatioi~ 
of channels 3, 4 and 5 is used for atmospheres with t,otal water vapor less than 
1.5 kg/m2, and the cornbinatioii of channels 2 ,  3 and 4 is used for atmospheres with 
total water vapor less than 6.0 kg/m2. In calculating ric, the biases bij and bjk are 
taken to be constants, i .e.  and byk, 
This not only simplifies the algorithm but also is reasonable. As already discussed 
in Section 2.3.2, &Ã£ and b,k are the coordinates of the "focal point" F in the plane 
(Tj-Tk) and (T;-Tj) (see Fig. 2.9), and they are determined here by minimizing the 
Square inean distance between F and the lines determined by the brightness tem- 
perature differences with different surface en~issivities, based on all the radiosonde 
soundings in the regression group. 
In determining the constant biases, gij and bfi, and the coefficients Co and Ci for 
the combination of channels 3, 4 and 5, only the simulated brightness temperatures 
corresponding to  soundings wit.11 total water vapor less than 1.6 kg/m2 are used, as 
shown in Figure 4.5. Of Course, the soundings with T4 - Tc, greater than Zero are 
excluded, since channel 5 is saturated in these cases. Following the Same way, the 
biases and coefficients for the combination of channels 2, 3 and 4 are determined, 
using the brightness temperature differences that  correspond to the soundings with 
total water vapor less than 6.0kg/m2 and satisfying the condition T4 - Ts < 0 
(see Fig. 4.6). Generally, the retrieval becomes worse when the total water vapor 
in the atmosphere becomes larger. For the combination of channels 2, 3 and 4,  
the retrieval beconles problematic when the atmosphere has very low water vapor 
burden. The reasons are tha t ,  on the one hand, the absorption of oxygen becomes 
important when the water vapor content in the atmosphere is very low; and on the 
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Wsece (Radiosonde) (kg/m2) 
Figure 4.5:  T h e  brightness temperature differentes for the combination o f  channels 3 ,  4 
and 5 over the full range of retrievals: (top) the simulated data used to determine the 
biases 645 and Z34, and the coefficients, Co and Cl; (bottom) the relationship between the 
total water vapor derived from radiosondes and that obtazned from the relation given i n  
Eq. (4.3), for soundings in the regression group. 
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Figure 4.6: T h e  hrightness temperature differentes for the combination of channels 2, 3 
and 4 over t h e f u l l  range of retrievals: ( top) the simulated data used to determine the 
hiases, b34 und b23, und the coeficients,  Co and Ci; (bottom) the relationship between the 
total water vapor derived from radiosondes and that from the relation given i n  Eq. (4.3), 
for soundings i n  the regression group. 
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Table 4.1: The Biases and the Coefficients for Cliannels 3, 4 and 5 
Table 4.2: The Biases and the Coefficients for Channels 2, 3 and 4 
W sec 0 (kg/m2) 
Full Range: [0.0- . -1.51 
P- 
Subrange 1: [0.0- Â -0.51 
Subrange 2: f0.5- Â¥1.0 
Subrange 3: [1.0- . -1.51 
1 Subrange 3: [4.0- -6.01 11 (3.525, 0.384) 1 2.414 2.110 1 





Full Range: [0.0- . -6.01 
Subrange 1: [1.0- . -2.01 
Subrange 2: [2.0- . -4.01 
other hand, the soundings witli very low water vapor content are mostly from the 
South Pole, where the water vapor is a t  a in~1c11 lower temperature than in the 
coastal region. However, this is not a serious problem for SSM/T2, because another 
combination of channels can be used in cases of very low water vapor b ~ r d e n .  
To take advantage of the highest sensitivity to water vapor provided by channel5, 
channels 3, 4 and 5 are used in cases of total water vapor less than 1.5 kg/m2; and 
channels 2, 3 and 4 are used for cases with W sec 6 larger than 1.5 kg/m2. To further 
improve the retrieval, the full ranges of W sec 6 corresponding to  each combination 
of cliannels can be divided into a few subranges, in which the biases, 6y and g j k ,  
and the coefficients, Co and C l ,  are detern~ined separately. For each combination of 
channels, three subranges are defined. Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 show the simulated 
data used t.o determine the biases and coefficients in the three subranges of total 
water vapor for the combination of channels 3, 4 and 5, and Figures 4.10, 4.11 
and 4.12 show the situation for channels 2, 3 and 4. The biases and coefficients 
corresponding t.o 130th the full range and the subranges are given in Table 4.1 for 
channels 3, 4 and 5 and in Table 4.2 for channels 2, 3 and 4. 
In summary the RCBTD scheine for the total water vapor retrieval using the 
measurements of SSM/T2 is done in the steps as shown in Figure 4.13. (1) Calculate 
sec 8 and the briglitness temperat,ure differences between neighboring channels. (2) 
Calculat,e the atmospheric total water vapor W sec 6 as seen by the sensor a t  the 
local zenit.11 angle 8 using Eq. (4.3). Which combination of channels is used in tlle 
calculation is determined by examining the saturation points. If the most sensitive 
channel 5, is not saturated, channels 3, 4 and 5 are used. Otherwise, channels 2 3 
and 4 are used. If T3 - T4 > 0, channel 4 is saturated and the situation is classified 
as a pixel where water vapor cannot be retrieved using SSM/T2. In calculating 
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Channels 3, 4 and 5 
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Figure 4.7: Subrange l for the combination of channels 3, 4 and 5: (top) the simulated 
data used to determine the biases 645 and $34, und the coefficients, Co and CI; (bottom) 
the relationship between the total water vapor derived from radiosondes and that obtained 
from the relation given in Eq. (4.3), for soundings in the regression qroup. 
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Figure 4.8: Subrange 2 for the combination of channels 3, 4 und 5: ( top) the simulated 
data used to determine the biases 645 und $M, and the coefficients, Co und Ci; (bottom) 
the relationship between the total water vapor derived from radiosondes and that obtained 
f rom the relation given i n  Eq. (4.3), for soundings in the regression group. 
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Figure 4.9: Subrange 3 for the combination of channels 3, 4 und 5: (top) the simulated 
data used to determine the biases bif and d34, and the coefficients, Co and Cl; (bottom) 
the relationship between the total water vapor derived from radiosondes and that obtained 
from the relation gzven in Eq. (4.3), for soundings i n  the regression qroup. 
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Figure 4.10: Subrarkge 1 for the combination of channels 2, 3 und 4:  ( top) the simulated 
data used to determine the biases und 623, und the coefficients, Co und Cl; (bottom) 
the relatzonshzp between the total water vapor derived from radiosondes and that obtained 
from the rela,tion gzven in Eq. ( 4 4 ,  for soundings i n  the regression group. 
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Figure 4.11: Subrange 2 for the combination of channels 2, 3 und 4: ( top) the simulated 
data used to determine the bzases 634 and 6z3, and the coefficients, Co and CI; (bottom) 
the relationship between the total water vapor derived f rom radiosondes and that obtained 
f rom the relation given i n  Eq. (4.3), for soundings i n  the regression group. 
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Channels 2, 3 and 4 
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Figure 4.12: Subrange 3 for the combination of channels 2, 3 and 4: ( top) the simulated 
data used to determine the biases 634 and b23,  and the coeficients,  CO and CI; (bottom) 
the relationship between the total water vapor derived from radiosondes and that obtained 
from the relation given i n  Eq. (4.3))  for soundzngs i n  the regression group. 
Calculate Wsec0 
................................ 
Using Channels 3, 4, 5 
Figure 4.13: T h e  j'low diagram of the R C B T D  algorithm for total water vapor retrieval. 
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then the retrieval is improved by re-doing it using the biases and the coefficients 
corresponding to tlle subrange a t  which Wsec6' lies. (3) Calculate W using the 
results of W sec 0 and sec 6'. 
4.3 Error Analysis and Validation 
4.3.1 Error Analysis of the Algorithm 
The ailn of the error analysis is to provide a quantitative estimation for the retrieval 
errors caused by clouds and uncertainties in the modeling of gaseous absorption and 
in radioinetric meas~~renlents . The effects of clouds will be disc~lssed in the next 
section, The ~lncertainties of Liebe's model, which is used in MWMOD to calculate 
the oxygen and water vapor absorption, are taken to be insignificant. Hence, just 
the effects of the uncertainties in radion~etric ~neasurements are considered in the 
following. 
D L I ~  to the limited bandwidth, liniited integration time and imperfect calibra- 
tion, the ~neas~lrements of SSM/T2 contain uncertainties. Since the Same cold and 
warm loads are used to calibrate all SSM/T2 channels, the uncertainties of these 
channels are to solne extent correlated. However, just the brightness temperature 
differences are needed in the algorithm, therefore, the uncertainty due to  an imper- 
fect calibration is strongly reduced. Referring to the NET of SSM/T2 channels in 
Table 1.1, the uncertainty of the brightness temperature differences between two 
neighboring channels is conservatively assuined to be Gaussian noise with a stan- 
dard deviation of 1.0 K; and the uncertainties of Tz - Tj  and Tj - Tk are taken to  be 
u~lcorrelated. Under these conditions, the root-mean-square error of the algorithm, 
2.e. the sensitivity of the algorithm to radiometric errors is calculated and shown 
in Figure 4.14. Clearly, the smaller the brightness temperature differences between 
neighboring channels, the larger the retrieval error. The brightness temperature dif- 
ference becomes sinall in the  following tliree cases: (1) the water vapor content in 
the atmosphere approaches Zero, (2) the atmosphere is so humid that  one of the 
used channels approaches saturation, and (3) the surface emissivity is large. Conse- 
quently> it is reasonable to use different combinations of channels for different ranges 
of total water vapor, by taking advantage of the different sensitivities of SSM/T2 
channels to water vapor. 
4.3.2 Validation of the Algorithm 
To validate the algorith~n, the radiosonde soundings in the test group are used to 
siinulate the ineasurements of SSM/T2. In retrieving the total water vapor, the 
steps shown in Fig~lre 4.13 are exactly followed. For clarity, only the  results with 
local zenith angle of 1.7O and 47.26') which are the nlinimum and maxin~um of the 
local zenith angle respectively, are given here. Figure 4.15 compares the values of 
W sec 0 retrieved by the algorithm and obtained from radiosondes, when the surface 
ernissivity changei froln 0.68 to 0.92. As the total water vapor in the atnlosphere 
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Figure 4.14: T h e  retrieval errors (r .m.s.)  (solid lines) of the algorithm for 1.OK (r .m.s . )  
uncertainty in the brightness temperature differentes, i n  cases of using channels 3, 4 und 
5 (top) und using channels 2, 3 and 4 (bottom). T h e  dashed lines represent contours of 
the total water vapor. 
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Figure 4.15: Comparzson of the total wuter vupor from radzosonde soundzngs und retrzeved 
using szmulated brzghtness temperatures of SSM/T2,  wzth the surfuce emzsszvzty in the 
range of 0.68, . .0.92. T h e  top plot shows the results wzth local zenzth angle of 1.7' und 
the bottom plot shows the results at 47.26O. 
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of the total water vapor from radiosonde soundings und retrieved 
using simulated brightness temperatures of SSM/T2, with the surface emissivity i n  the 
range of 0.76- .0.84. The top plot shows the results with local zenith angle of 1.7' and 
the bottom plot shows the results at 47.26'. 
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Figure 4.17: The  locations of the Antarctic stations. wh.ere the seasonal mean  of total 
water vapor i s  compared unth that retrieved from SSM/T2  data. 
iiicreases, the retrieval error iricreases. as expected by the theoretical analysis in 
Chapter 2. If tlie retfievals are restricted to a sinaller raiige of surface einissivities, 
frorii 0.76 to 0.88. as sliown in Figure 4.16. no significarit improvernents are observed. 
indicating that tlie vertical structure of tlie atmosphere is the dominant factor to  
cause errors in the retrieval. 
To further validate tlie algorithm. tlie seasonal riieans of the total water vapor 
measured 11y radiosoiides at Aiitarctic stations are cor~ipared with the retrievals 
using SSM/T'2 dala.  Tli? spatial distrihutiori of tlie 16 stations is shown in Fig- 
ure 4.17. Most of tliese stations are located along the Antarctic coast. The  seasonal 
means at tliese statioiia arc obtaiiied from radiosoride d a t a  in the time periods from 
1988 to 1990 and froiii 1980 to 1982 (Conno l l ey  arid King. 1993). Due to the lirn- 
ited aixio~~iit of available satellite data, ouly the results in the austral wiriter (June, 
July ancl August) 'are analyzed: and tlie results of total water vapor derived from 
SSM/T2 data are collcctcd in Juiie and July of 1995. In tlie coiriparisori, SSM/T2 
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of the seasonal mean ( in  Antarctic w i n t e ~ >  June,  July und 
August)  of the total water vapor f ~ o m  radiosonde und f rom SSM/T2 at 16 Antarctic 
stations. I n  the bottom plot, the two letters near each point are the j i ~ s t  two letters of the 
station name.  
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results are averages in an area of 200x200km2 around the stations. As shown in 
Figure 4.18, the general trend of atmospheric water vapor with the latitude is repro- 
duced by the SSM/T2 measurements. The general underestimation of the SSM/T2 
results with decreasing latitude is related to the fact that  the retrieval using SSMlT2 
data is only done for cases of total water vapor less than 6.0 kg/m2 and the cases 
with W secQ larger than this value or with water clouds are classified as not re- 
trievable, and therefore the retrieval results at  these pixels are taken as missing 
data. Referring to the bottom plot in Figure 4.18, the relative differences between 
radiosonde results and SSM/T2 measurements are less than 20% a t  9 out of the  16 
stations. At 5 of the 7 remaining stations, which are operated by Russia, a so called 
"goldbeater's skin" hunlidity Sensor is used, which is known to nleasure water vapor 
values approximately 10% too high at  low humidities (Connolley und King, 1993). 
This and the fact tha t  humidity Sensors a t  low temperatures are not very reliable 
might explain a t  least part of the differences. 
4.4 Effects of Clouds O n  the Retrieval 
4.4.1 Clouds over Antarctica 
Clouds are disturbing the retrieval of water vapor content in the atn~osphere. Before 
analyzing their effects On the RCBTD algorithm, solne basic features of Antarctic 
clouds are summarized here. 
The cloud distribution a t  high southern latitudes has been investigated during 
the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) (Kzng und Turner, 
1997). Results (see Figure 4.19) indicate that tlle Zone of greatest cloud Covers 
occurs over the ocean area near the ice edge, where synoptic-scale weather sys- 
tems are most active, North and south of this band the amount of cloud decreases, 
relatively little cloud Cover is found over the interior of the continent. The distri- 
bution of cloud types in Antarctica is also dependent on the latitude. At latitudes 
higher than 70's over the continental p l a t e a ~ ~ ,  cirrus is the most colnmon type of 
clouds. Along the Antarctic coast at  about 70Â°S cirrus and altostratus are found 
in about equal amounts. The most striking Ieature of cloud type distribution is 
the large amount of s t r a t ~ ~ s  close to 60Â°S which is associated with the large num- 
ber of depressions a t  this latitude and is a feature of all seasons. Con2pared with 
the large anlount of satellite images and human observations On cloud amount and 
cloud types, there are very little zn sztu measuren~ents of microphysical parameters 
of clouds in Antarctica. Only some n~easurements using radiometersondes a t  the 
south pole (Stone, 1993) and using lidar at  the French Dumont d'urville station 
(Del  Guasta et al., 1993) provided valuable information On the c l o ~ ~ d  extent and 0x1 
the physical phase of water and the ice crystal habit in the Antarctic clouds at  the 
continental interior and a t  the coastal region. Because of the low temperat~lre the 
clouds over the continent are composed of small ice particle, with ice contents fronl 
about 0.0O03g/m3 to O,006g/n1~, and contain little or no liquid water. They are 
moderately thick, 011 average, extending to heights greater than 3 kill above the top 
of the surface-based inversion layer. Overall, the clouds observed a t  the South Pole 
4 4 EFFECTS OF CLOL-DS OA\- THE RETRIEIAL 
F i g ~ ~ r e  4.19: Mean cloud amount (percent) from the International Satellite Cloud Clima- 
tology Project (ISCCP): (U) Summer; (b )  Winter. (From King und Turner [1997]) 
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F'igure 4.20: T h e  znfluence of zce clouds euer the Anturctic pluteuu O n  the b~zghtness  
temperature Ti und O n  the brzghtness t e m p e ~ u t u ~ e  dzffe~ence ATiJ for low clouds ( (U)  und 
(b))  and high clouds ( (C)  und (d)) .  
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are simila,r to the high altitude cirrus found a t  nlid-latitude. In the coastal re- 
gion clouds are relatively warm and contain a significant anlount of liquid water 
droplets. The statistics based On lidar data showed that  the high clouds at  the 
coast are tl~icl<er than those found at  mid-latitudes (-3,OOOm). The ~inifori~iity 
of depolarization of the lidar return signal suggested that  there are no dramatical 
changes in the ice crystal shape and the size d is t r ib~~t ion i  the deep clouds that  
had temperatures below -40Â°C 
4.4.2 Effects of Ice and Water Clouds 
The effects of clouds 011 the total water vapor retrieval using the RCBTD ~ne thod  
are exaniined thro~igh lnodel si~i~ulations based On the unfort~inately liinited knowl- 
edge On Antarctic c l o ~ ~ d s .  The drop-size distribution of cirrostrat~is clouds at  mid- 
latit~ldes given by Ulaby et al ,  [I9811 is ~ised in the sim~llation of Antarctic ice 
clouds. Compared with the inferred effective radii of Antarctic ice c l o ~ ~ d s ,  which are 
varied between a b o ~ ~ t  4 psn and 16 pin, the model of Ulaby e t  al . ,  which is a n~od i -  
fied G a m n ~ a  distribution with a mode radius of 40 pm, o ~ e r e s t i m ~ t e s  the sizes of ice 
crystals in Antarctic ice clo~ids. The simulated effects of ice clotids 011 the briglltness 
temperatures and the brightness ternperature differences are sllown in Figure 4.20. 
Two types of clouds are examined, representing the typical situations of low and 
high ice clouds. The scattering of ice crystals generally decreases the nleasured 
brightness temperat~lres a t  SSM/T2 channels, by lnose than 2 K a t  the 183.31 GHz 
cllannels when the ice water path of the cloud reaches 30 g/in2. However, the effect 
of ice clouds 011 the brightness temperature differences between neighbori~~g cllan- 
nels is not large, especially a t  the three channels near 183.31 GHz. The changes of 
AT3* and AT45 are less than 0.5 K for ice water patll lower than 30 g/m2. Such a 
change is even slnaller than the uncertainties in the SSM/T2 ~neasurements. As 
shown earlier: the  total water vapor over the Antarctic plateau is expected to be 
less tllan 1.5 kg/n12 throtigho~it the year, allowing to use the three channels near 
183.31 GHz for the retrievals in this region. Therefore, the effect of ice clouds On 
the retrieval over the Antarctic plateau can be neglected. B ~ i t ,  the effects of ice 
clouds in the coastal region can be significant, because the ice water path of clouds 
is expected to  be larger. F~irthermore, in coastal regions, channels 2, 3 and 4 have to 
be used in the retrieval due to larger water vapor anlotints in the atlnosphere; and 
since AT23 is inore strongly influenced by ice clo~ids than AT34 and AT45, as showil 
in Figure 4.20(b) and (d),  the total water vapor will be significantly underestin~ated 
in coastal regions when strong ice clouds appear. Figure 4.21 shows an exaniple. 
The underestimation of the total water vapor due to  ice clouds is large, changing 
froin 0.20 kg/m2 to  0.75 kg/m2 as the surface emissivity increases fronl 0.65 to 0.90, 
for an atinosphese with a total water vapor of only 1.73 kg/in2. 
The influence of water clouds On the RCBTD scheme will be investigated in 
the next step. Normally, the measured brightness teniperature increases distinctly 
with the increase of liquid water amount in tlle cloud due to increased emissions 
of the atmosphere if the effect of scattering is negligible, except a t  satusated chan- 
nels. Consequently, the absolute value of brightness temperature differences between 
neighboring channels decreases significantly with the increase of cloud liquid wa- 
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Figure 4.21: T h e  effects of ice cloud on  the retrieval of total water vapor near the Antarctic 
coast. T h e  large, full circles represent the values for clear sky at different surface emis- 
sivities. T h e  small, full circles indicate the changes when the cloud ice amount increases 
from Zero to 6og/m2. T h e  dashed lines represent contours of constant total water vapor. 
ter (see Fig. 4.22). However, the change of brightness temperature differences due 
to water cloud has negligible effects on the total water vapor retrieval using the 
RCBTD method, because the variations of ATs4 and ATz3 with increasing cloud 
liquid water is along the line of constant total water vapor, as shown in Figure 4.23. 
Obviously, the effect of water clouds to the RCBTD scheme is very similar to  that  
of a changing surface einissivity. This is a unique feature of the RCBTD method. 
The key element in this method is the quantity RCBTD T,:, as defined in Eq. (2.43), 
AT.. - b . .  
22 27 
"' = AT,,. - biÃ£ 
By substituting the relation between ATii and AToij in Eq (2.32) and the expression 
of AToij in Eq. (2.23) into the above equation, qc takes the form of 
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Figure 4.22: T h e  effects of water clouds on  the brightness temperature Ti (top) und on  
the brightness temperature difference ATii (bottom). 
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Figure 4.23: The  effect of water cloud i n  the plane of AT34 und AT23, corresponding to 
the simulated results in Figure 4-22. The  full circles represent the clear sky condztions und 
the small Open circles represent the situations of water clouds. 
The quantities TQ,,,  roIj and T Q , ~  are the total opacities of the atmosphere in the 
direction of nadir a t  channels i ,  j and k ,  respectively. They represent the total 
absorption of all the atmospheric constituents, in gaseous form and hydrometeors. 
Since the center frequencies of these channels are very close to each other, the 
absorptions due to liquid water droplets a t  the three channels are nearly equal, 
As a results, the liquid water absorption term can be reduced from the fraction 
expression of vc. Of Course, this analysis is only valid when the most sensitive one 
in the three channels is not saturated due to the liquid water absorption. 
In fact, the absorption and the scattering of liquid water droplets change with 
frequencies, which will have some effects On the retrievals. Figure 4.24 shows the 
simulated results using typical profiles of the atmosphere in the Weddell Sea. In this 
simulation, water clouds with different base heights and thicknesses are considered. 
The cloud liquid water content of the clouds changes from 0 to 0.3g/m3, with the 
maxinlum liquid water path to be 0.6 kg/m2 for the cloud extending from 1 to 
3 km. Clearly, the existence of water clouds causes the RCBTD scheme to slightly 
overestimate the total water vapor in the atmosphere; and this error increases with 
the cloud liquid water path but decreases with surface en~issivity. In all cases, the 
errors induced by water clouds are less than 10% when the cloud liquid water path 
is lower than 0.3 kg/m2. In conclusion, the effects of water clouds on the retrieval 
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Figure 4.24: T h e  effects of water clouds at different levels. Cloud I ,  2 and 3 represent 
the typical Situations of low, medium and high clouds, respectively. The  total water vapor 
corresponding to the used profiles i s  2.68 kg /m2 .  
of atmospheric water vapor using the RCBTD scheine are expected to be small, as 
long as the liquid water content in clouds are not producing saturation in one of 
the three channels. 
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Chapter 5 
Applicat ion and Future 
Development 
As an applicatioii of the proposed RCBTD iiietliod, t.he characteristics of tShe water 
vapor distribution in Antarctica are analyzed based on the tot,al wat,er vapor derived 
from SSM/T2 data. The future developments to improve tlie retrieval accm'acy aiid 
to expand the retrievable range of wat,er vapor are discussed in the last. sect,ion of 
this chapter. 
5.1 Atmospheric Water Vapor in Antarctica 
Tlie RCBTD method is very suitable for retrieving the total water vapor amouiit of 
the atinosphere over ice covered polar regions. using the measurenients performed 
by the water vapor sounder, SSM/T2, at  frequencies near 183.31 GHz. The inde- 
pendence of the ratio of compensated brightness temperature differentes, qc, 011 the 
surface emissivity es minimizes the influence of the surface emission when retrieving 
the total water vapor in the atinosphere. I t  has also been shown that  clouds do not 
pose a serious problem for tlie retrieval scheme. These unique features of RCBTD 
method enables us to obtain information on total water vapor over Antarctica on 
a daily scale, since the polar-orbiting satellites of tlie DMSP series pass over polar 
regions 14-15 times every day and thereby provide a full coverage of Antarctica. 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show exainples of the average retrieved total water vapor 
over Antarctica. The seasonal variation of water vapor content in the atinosphere is 
clearly visible. In the short austral summer, froin November to January, the Antarc- 
tic atinosphere contains significantly more water vapor than in other seasons. This 
is related to the high air temperatures in summer. Over the elevated plateau of 
East Antarctica the total water vapor is mucli lower than over the coastal re- 
gions aiid ice shelves. The Antarctic penins~ila is one of the regions with large 
water vapor burden in Antarctica throughout the year, a result of the relatively 
warm and inoist circumpolar westerlies. Unfortunately, only a limited amount of 
SSM/T2 data is available. In addition to the data  a t  the 12 days presented in 
Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, three batches of data are available, two days in September of 1992 
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Figure 5.2: Da* averaged total water vapor (in. kg/n i2)  over Antarctica ( J u l g  to Decem- 
ber). 
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Over Antarctic Continent 
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Figure 5.3: The  averaged total water vapor over the entzre Antarctic contznent (top) and 
the area coverage of avazlable S S M / T 2  data (bottom) versus the Julian day. 
Over East Antarctica 
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Figure 5.4: T h e  averaged total water vapor over the East Antarctic continent ( top) und 
the area coverage of  available SSM/T2 data (bottom) versus the Julian day. 
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Over West Antarctica 
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Figure 5.5: T h e  averaged total water vapor over the West  Antarctic continent (top) and 
the area cowerage of avazlable SSM/T2 data (bottom) versus the Julian day. 
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(F-11 spacecraft), froin inid-January to  the end of April of 1993 (F-11 spacecraft), 
and from mid-April to the end of July of 1995 (F-12 spacecraft) . Since the d a t a  
spread over several years and there are large gaps, it  is difficult to reach valid con- 
clusions just using this data set. But,  the general trend of Antarctic wat,er vapor 
distribution can still be obtained. Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 show the average total  
water vapor over the whole Antarctic continent, East Antarct.ica and West Antarc- 
tica, respectively. Generally, the water vapor content in the atmosphere starts  to  
decrease a t  about the end of January as the austral Summer begins to  lapse. This 
trend continues till about the beginning of April. Later, there is no significant trend 
a t  least until the end of July. The day-to-day variation of average total water vapor 
over West Antarctica is significantly larger than over East Antarctica, an indication 
tha t  the physical process associated with precipitation and water vapor transport 
to  the continent is 11111~11 more active in West Antarctica than in East Antarctica. 
A remarkable feature is that ,  over West Antarctica, the total an~ount  of water va- 
por in the atmosphere is greater than over East Antarctica throughout most of the 
time period of the available satellite da ta  (see Fig. 5.6) ,  compared with the fact 
that  West Antarctica comprises only 35% of the total area of the entire Antarctic 
continent. 
Figure 5.6: T h e  total amount of water vapor i n  the Atmosphere over East  und W e s t  
Antarctzca. Note,  l km3 of water equals 10'' kq. 
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5.2 Future Developrnents 
With the RCBTD method it becomes possible to determine the atmospheric water 
vapor content in polar regions from space. However, more work is needed. First of 
all, the algorithm has to be further validated through direct comparisons between 
instantaneous measurements of SSM/T2 and those of other instruinents like ra- 
diosonde and ground-based microwave radiometers. Comparing the daily averaged 
total water vapor retrieved from SSM/T2 data with the results from the European 
Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) may be another way to 
validate the algorithm. In addition, the influences of clouds, especially strong ice 
clouds, need to be examined quantitatively. Finally, a more detailed knowledge of 
the emission properties of ice a t  the SSM/T2 frequencies can reduce the errors 
introduced into the retrieval process. 
Another important subject in the future is to extend the retrieval range of water 
vapor. The high sensitivities of the 183.31 GHz channels to water vapor have limited 
the retrievals to cases with total water vapor burden less than -6.0 kg/m2. Over sea 
ice, the atmosphere is much humid than over the Antarctic continent and over pack 
ice. In regions near sea ice edges, the total water vapor can reach up to 10 kg/m2. 
In these cases, channels with a lower sensitivity to water vapor have to  be used. 
However, due to the considerable differentes between the surface en~issivities of 
sea ice a t  91.655 GHz and a t  150 GHz, the 91.655 GHz channel of SSM/T2 can 
not be used successfully. Another approach might be to use the SSM/I instrument 
flown simultaneously with SSM/T2. SSM/I has both vertically and horizontally 
polarized channels a t  85.5 GHz, which is very close to 91.655 GHz. The synergy of 
SSM/T2 and SSM/I should be further explored, although'the two instruments have 
different resolution, polarization and scan geometry (Wessel und Boucher, 1998). 
Furthermore, it might also be an advantage to incorporate the measurements of 
the Special Sensor Microwave/Temperature (SSM/Tl),  because it can provide the 
information on the average air temperature in the troposphere. 
Appendix A 
Radiative Transfer Model 
MWMOD 
The microwave radiative transfer ~ i m u l ~ t i o n  program MWMOD (MicroWave 
MODel) was originally developed by Simmer [1994]. Recently, this model was 
further enhanced by incorporating a sea ice simulation package based on a program 
developed by Grenfell (Fuhrhop et al., 1998). The enhanced version of MWMOD 
allows the study of microwave signat.ures for polar regions iuc l~~d ing  the effects of 
sea ice, ocean and at,mosphere. 
Detailed descriptions of how to  use MWMOD can been found in the User manual 
(Fuhrhop an,d Simmer, 1996). Below, just the most important points related to the 
s im~~la t ions  done in t,llis thesis using MWMOD are summarized. 
0 MWMOD frequency selection. The user can set the desired frequencies in 
the input file in section IAPGEN following the parameter "FRE". If the cal- 
culation is desired t.o be done within a frequency band, MWMOD can be 
programmed to run a t  a series of frequencies with a User defined stepsize. All 
calculations presented in this dissertation were done a t  the center frequencies 
of t,he SSM/T2 channels. The satellite viewing angle can also be specified in 
this section ~ising parameters TANG" and "ANG" . 
0 MWMOD calc~ilates the surface emission using the parameters given in sec- 
tions ENVOCE and IAPOCE for oceans, and in sections ENVICE and IAPICE 
for sea ice. This procedure can be simplified by just setting the ground sur- 
face teinperature and the ground surface reflectivity in sections ENVOCE 
and IAPOCE. By setting "IREF=ll '  in section IAPOCE, the ground surface 
is taken to  be specular. 
The  atmospheric tempera tue ,  humidity and pressure profiles can be set in- 
ternally or read from an external file, which is determined by the parameter 
'IATMOS" in section ENVATM. MWMOD includes standard atmospheric 
profiles; but, it  also allows to  use profiles provided by the user. The  atmo- 
spheric profiles can be interpolated a t  user defined layers by selecting the 
parameter "IMESH". This feature is useful when clouds are included in the 
calculation. 
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By setting t.he parameter "IHYDFIX" to 1 in section ENVATM, clouds can be 
introduced into the calculation according to the parameters given in section 
FIXED CLOUDS. Cloud top and bottom heights are controlled by t h e  pa- 
rameters "ICT" and "ICB"; the phase of hydrometeors in clouds is controlled 
by parameter "PHASE"; and the water content of clouds can be specified 
by "LWH". The different types of clouds are simulated using the dropsize 
distribution models supported by MWMOD. In studying the effects of polar 
clouds on SSM/T2 channels, the models of Ulaby et al. [I9811 for midlatitude 
cirrostratus and stratus were used for polar ice and low altitude water clouds, 
respectively; the model of Chylek  und  R a m a s w u m y  [I9821 for altostratus was 
used for high altitude water clouds in polar regions. 
MWMOD can calculate brightness temperatures or weighting functions, which 
are controlled by the parameter "IOPT" in section RADTRA. The scattering 
effect of liydroineteors can be included or excluded in the calculation through 
selecting the Parameter "ISCAT". The scattering effect was always taken into 
account in the simulations presented in this thesis. 
A Sample Input File of MWMOD 
......................................................................... 
R T M W  input specifications 
IPR = 1 
NMOD1= 1 NMOD2= 156 NMODD= 1 
......................................................................... 
* E N V G E N input specifications 
* Part 1 : Input for ENVATM 
* Part 2 : Input for ENVOCE 
* Part 3 : Input for ENVICE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
E N V A T M input specifications 
IPR = 1 IRUN = 1 
ITEM = 0 P0=1000.00 TO= 3.15 GAMT= 6.50 ZTINV=10.0 DTO = 1.00 
IATMOS= 1 IPROF= 1 FILE =../simu/ssmt2/input/polar.dat 
IWV = 0 RHS=010.00 PCO= 1.00 PWV= 05.00 
ITOP = 0 
IPBL = 0 HPBL=2.000 TP= 273.00 GPBL= 3.00 QPBL= 2.00 
IHYDAN= 0 IHYDFX= 1 RHCL= 85.0 




0.000 0.030 0.060 0.100 0.400 0.700 1.000 1.500 
2.000 2.500 3.000 3.500 4.000 4.500 5.000 5.500 
6.000 6.500 7.000 7.500 8.000 8.500 9,000 9.500 
10.000 11.000 12.000 13.000 14.000 15.000 16.000 17.000 
18.000 19.000 20.000 25.000 30.000 40.000 50.000 
ENDG 
PROFILE 
NL = 18 
z - 
0.000 0.300 1 .OOO 2.000 3.000 3.760 4.000 5.000 
6.000 7.000 8.000 9.000 9.930 10.000 11.000 12.000 
13.000 14.000 15.000 
P - 
-99.999 -99.999 -99.999 -99.999 -99.999 -99.999 -99.999 -99.999 
-99.999 -99.999 -99.999 -99.999 -99.999 -99.999 -99.999 -99.999 
-99.999 -99.999 -99.999 
TL = 
290.000 287.600 284.800 280.700 276.500 273.100 271.900 267.100 
262.000 256.500 250.600 244.200 238.000 237.400 229.400 221.400 
221.400 221,400 221,400 
RHL = 
49.200 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 





NCL = 1 
# ICT ICB LWH LWHT PHASEF XSECT PHASE SIZEDIS 
30 11 00.300 1 4 2 1 12 
ENDG 
......................................................................... 
E N V 0 C E input specifications 
IPR = 1 IRUN = 0 
SAL= 33.00 WND= 14.00 SST=273.15 DST= 0.00 IWND = 0 ISST = 0 
ENDG 
......................................................................... 
E N V I C E  input specifications 
IPR = 1 IRUN = 0 




NLICE = 13 
# Z T RHO DSN FWFR DG DBUB SI THETB BRAT N 
-2.500 269.9 1.000 0.00 1.000 0.00 0.0 32.0 0.0 O.OOOE+OO 1 
-1.580 266.1 0.870 0.00 0.000 10.00 1.2 3.0 24.0 0.250E-04 2 
-1.020 265.7 0.870 0.00 0.000 10.00 1.2 2.4 24.0 0.250E-04 3 
-0.970 265.4 0.890 0.00 0.000 10.00 1.2 1.9 24.0 0.250E-04 4 
-0.870 265.1 0.890 ,0.00 0.000 10.00 1.2 1.4 24.0 0.250E-04 5 
-0.770 264.8 0.895 0.00 0.000 10.00 1.2 1.2 24.0 0.250E-04 6 
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-0.630 264.5 0.895 0.00 0.000 10.00 1.2 0.7 24.0 0.250E-04 7 
-0.460 264.1 0.895 0.00 0.000 10.00 1.2 0.3 24.0 0.250E-04 8 
-0.380 263.7 0.895 0.00 0.000 10.00 1.2 0.1 24.0 0.250E-04 9 
-0.200 263.5 0.728 3.00 0.000 0.00 3.0 0.0 54.7 0.100E+01 10 
-0.150 263.3 0.460 6.00 0.000 0.00 5.0 0.0 54.7 0.100E+01 11 
-0.100 263.1 0.100 6.00 0.000 0.00 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.100E+01 12 
-0.000 263.1 0.100 6.00 0.000 0.00 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.100E+01 13 
ENDG 
......................................................................... 
* I A P G E N input specifications * 
* Part 1 : Input for IAPATM * 
* Part 2 : Input for IAPOCE ~ i c  
* Part 3 : Input for IAPICE * 
......................................................................... 
I A P G E N input specifications 
IPR = 1 IRUN = 1 
IFRE = 1 NFRE = 5 FN= 00.000 DN= 00.000 
IANG = 2 HANG = 3 FA= 01.700 DA= 00.000 
FRE = 
91.655 150.00 176.31 180.31 182.31 
ANG = 
01.700 08.490 18.730 29.130 36.220 47.260 
ENDG 
......................................................................... 
I A P A T M input specifications 
IPR = 1 IRUN = 1 
MODHYM= 2 IPHAMA= 2 
TWV=001.00 T02=001.00 THY=001.00 
ENDG 
......................................................................... 
I A P 0 C E input specifications 
IPR = 1 IFLAG = 1 
IREF = 1 IEPSIL= -2 FEPV=0.100 DEPV=0.050 FEPH=0.250 DEPH=0.050 
IFOAM = 4 
ENDG 
REFV 
0.024 0.026 0.035 0.033 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 
ENDG 
REFH 
0.060 0.060 0.060 0.051 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 
ENDG 
......................................................................... 
I A P I C E input specifications 
IPR = 1 IFLAG = 0 
ITEMIS= 6 IELEV = 6 TEMPE = 273.13 
IIREF = 1 
ENDG 
EMISTEMP 
272.13 271.13 270.13 269.13 
ENDG 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
R A D T R A input specifications 
IPR = 1 IRUN = 1 
IOPT = 1 IWFT = 1 1  ISCAT = 1 IPHAC = 1 IPHA = 2 TBSP= 2.70 DMX=0.010 
ICOV = 0 COVI = 0.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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